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Introduction
My Light is illuminating in the whole world and expanding overall
processes multidimensional both on the Earth and in the whole Creative
Space now. My light was and always will be, but it is very important to
realize all humanity the following now: requirements for all humanity had
a simplified form up to now that created leniency to those or other
manifestations of your life. But already now requirements have increased
to the maximum. Right now you need to stay in the timeless expanding
chronology, as well as in all chronological time cycles. Now you have to
find your integrity and track yourself in timeless, as well as to fix
yourselves in time intervals. Now, each of you must comprehend that your
life is doomed without My Light - Light of Zeranta, and will be removed
from universal Spaces of the Earth. Now you have to hold overall
processes that are reproduced out of time. Now you have to feel in
yourselves and in your bodies changes which are associated with the
construction of tri-nuclear structure of your cells, associated with
processing of blood into pure structured water, consecrated by God. Now
you need to perceive Me – Zeranta in all My incarnations and
manifestations. And now, each of you must take Mega-responsibility
manifested in all Creative Spaces of Our Creative Space.
I - Zeranta - now see each of you, know each of you, and love each
of you. My Love expands Me in EVERYTHING that EXISTs providing
for each of you Mega-Space in which you also need to present now.
I am sure this book will help you and connect broken chains of
SINGLE and ENTIRE.
I wish you eternal expansion!
I Love you all!

Zeranta!
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Exposing
Forests, mountains, rivers, seas, and oceans basically combine two
inseparable spirits. They also include all the aspects and stages of
existence of the Earth and humanity. I again brought up the subject of two
inseparable Spirits, and I wish that humanity is reconfigured on a new
multi-dimensional perception of themselves, the Earth and all existing
Planets. If not today, then tomorrow many people will notice significant
changes in themselves; all incarnations will be developed in a person; they
will sum up the feelings and sensations. People will also feel the
summation of their parallel lives that will be felt through the senses. This
is a very interesting reunion, which will open to you - you. Many people
will notice a few differences in themselves that will be associated with the
presence of you in many people's opinions. A lot of people, which are
manifested in you, will seem very familiar for you; you will also notice:
every person, which presents in you, reveals his character, and can even
submit his claims on a particular occasion. Along with these feelings you
will feel your stomach in a new way; feelings can be so: your stomach can
change its properties approximately every hour: to shrink, expand, and
evolve. It will be associated with the manifestation of many personalities
in you; of course, the stomach had taken its place and had its own
characteristics in it’s time for. And now all the energy of manifested
people in you will begin to dominate. So who are these people? It's very
simple and not complicated; it's you which were manifested in different
moments on planet Earth. It's all your incarnations in which you were the
most holistic. You can hear the voices, which may say what, where, and
when you need, for example, to eat, where, and when you need to do this
or that, and so on. These are the feelings you are experiencing Here and
Now. Many people may not be ready for such a manifestation of their
incarnations, which reflect its energy Now. However, I want to remark
that many people will gladly accept themselves in themselves, and
harmonize, will find the golden section between all their incarnations.
Each of you will take the redistribution of multidimensional energies, and
reunite multiple pieces of the whole and Single like you once were in this
embodiment. I am completely sure that many people will be able not lose
themselves during the reunion, but gain. Only those, who really will not be
ready to expand themselves in themselves, will lose themselves. All
people of Earth today or tomorrow will go through this expansion
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algorithm. And the strange thing is that many people will not be even able
to understand, and thus to comprehend the reality of the events. However,
I always tried to warn and give information to all mankind, what exactly
you all have to face at this moment of timelessness, and what changes will
happen around the world, as well as outside and inside of you. I am
meeting with all of My incarnations now; I can say: “This is the work, in
other words, unusual work, but interesting”. Sergey and then all mankind
will meet alone with themselves. The reunification is very important for
all people, and such a multidimensional event happens to you for the first
time in the whole existence of the Earth and humanity. This reunification
will create in a human a platform where each person will be able to feel
two inseparable Spirits. Each person will be able to distinguish lies from
the truth in this compatibility. For example, Vladimir Putin prepared
humanitarian aid to Ukraine, in particular, the Donbass, and the Lugansk
People's Republic. Humanitarian aid should be sent to Ukraine, and by
that, according to V. Putin, to create a foundation which will prevent
hunger, cold, and will give people all the necessary things. It’s strange, but
I personally absolutely do not sense through my body the energy of
humanitarian aid. Therefore, he decided to create the illusion of
humanitarian aid, which affects only mercenaries fighting in the SouthEast of Ukraine. So why do this humanitarian aid illusory distribute to the
people of Donbass and Luhansk? Only this comes to my mind: to create
the illusion of care, they say, look what I’m positive character, look the
Russians, look the Ukrainians: I’m Vladimir Putin, a godly president.
Well... Putin, Putin, when will you already understand: the purity of the
heart is when you accommodate all people at least your country.
Accommodating all people, you have to create the freedom from the
illusion, the possibility of free-thinking for your citizens, and unrestricted
freedom in which every citizen of the state at own discretion develops a
derivative of his actions. And as you know, only the presents 1 hectare of
land per person in the state can provide freedom in actions to the people.
Other actions take in slavery of the illusion. Already, many people will be
able to feel, and therefore, to distinguish: lies, an illusion, a foundling,
flip, and so on. Therefore, all politicians need to learn: either you tune into
God, and we all are building a new world, or leave their posts and...
simply do not interfere us.
I would like people to be able to distinguish all the variations of
substitutions and all variations of lie, so it will solve almost all problems
in a blink. Politicians around the world have been for a long time addicted
to the game only one gate, and thus crushed their reputation. It’s strange
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personally for me to understand many politicians, especially hearing their
promises to people of Ukraine. Who gave you the right to lie and theft?
Almost all the political men anyhow have been taken their positions on the
aspiration, that feeds them, and before full theft pockets. However,
humanity will learn and denounce all politicians, learn what exactly they
were trying to hide from the people of Ukraine. I'll start with L.D.
Kuchma... Leonid Danilovich during his occupation of the presidency has
made a very large number of betrayals towards Ukraine and Ukrainians.
Nobody probably knows that Leonid Kuchma brought in private
collections of priests almost all the relics that were in Ukraine. Moreover,
V.M. Pinchuk personally passed the last relic brought from the KievPechersky laurels, in the hands of influential priest. In addition, under a
deceitful rule of Leonid Kuchma, almost the entire stock of non-ferrous
metals of Ukraine was "somehow" taken in Europe. By the way, it was
one of the tasks that Kuchma completed duly. In general, I am personally
impressed by all our presidents. As it turned out, none of them fought for
Ukraine and for the people of Ukraine; all of them were corrupt and
bought. For example, who knows how Mr. Pinchuk became the richest
man in Ukraine? As he likes to say: “I have achieved all heights by using
only my mind”. No, no, you don't say so; you have achieved not through
you mind, but through your treachery and corruption of some individuals
which live in Europe. You are worse than a prostitute because the
prostitute betrays only herself, but you and Kuchma have betrayed the
entire state, as well as all Ukrainians. You plundered the entire state, and
plundered sent to Europe in private hands. In turn, these private hands
have been sending to your account in the bank an incredibly large sums
which you took; and using this money bought a lot of plants; and your
goal was not to Ukraine became self-sufficient, but to impoverish the
country called Ukraine. Under the rule of L.D. Kuchma, all industries and
areas have been given to the wrong hands; and the son-in-law of Leonid
Kuchma, V.M. Pinchuk did it personally, and got on his account at Bank a
decent amount for this ruinous for Ukraine work. I can not understand the
psychology that kills, ruins, and throws in the dirt debauchery. How so,
guys? God counted on you; hoped that you will create a state that is
independent from anybody; however, God did not expect that you will
plunder and involve Ukrainians and Ukraine in eternal debt.
Many people for sure have heard about the murder of G.R.
Gongadze, and so, the crime remained unsolved only because Leonid
Kuchma personally gave the order to kill the journalist. Thus, what did
G.R. Gongadze dig up on L.D. Kuchma? During the "reign" of Mr.
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Kuchma, almost all Ukrainians hoped that Ukraine will grow in rich
countries very soon, which will create a platform for the freedom of every
citizen. Moreover, the Ukrainians have made all their efforts to this.
However, what was surprise to G.R. Gongadze at finding the facts
accidentally, which revealed an overall picture of Leonid Kuchma’s plans.
He was amazed scales and "scope" of destruction of Ukraine. He also was
thinking deeply regarding the fact that at the end of actions of certain
people for which Leonid Kuchma diligently complied with all the terms of
his contract, every one of the people of Ukraine had to become slaves.
G.R. Gongadze has gotten a project, in which all the machinations of L.D.
Kuchma and his son-in-law were described in detail; and that, in "what"
had to become the people of Ukraine, was described on the penultimate
page. He was struck by the cold calculations of the priests; he also could
not understand the President of Ukraine, which so zealously participated
in the destruction of Ukraine and Ukrainians. He tried to find any
justification in the actions of L.D. Kuchma, who took the non-ferrous
metals through figureheads in Europe, who shipped all products of all
sectors of industry to Europe. However, the understanding that in fact all
the people of Ukraine have become slaves for only a few "masters" in
Europe, so it led him to despair. That’s why he started to act in the
direction of exposing of L.D. Kuchma. There also were people which like
G.R. Gongadze decided to stop this lawlessness. A former employee of
the State Security Department of Ukraine, Major N.I. Melnichenko could
not stay on the sidelines when he learned the truth about the activities of
L.D. Kuchma. He went out on G.R. Gongadze and offered to publish the
information about all activities of the then president in mass media.
Moreover, Gongadze provided part of the evidence on the air of local
television. Novice director of Kyiv local television channel was recording
the program that he had to prepare for the evening show. However, he was
not ready to hear the reality, and what he heard put him into a stupor and
fear. About an hour he could not make a decision which had to find a way
out. However, the fear was being prevailed, so he took the record in
specific organs. And then G.R. Gongadze was killed by a man who was
almost exposed. And that death was not the last. Leonid Kuchma and his
son-in-law V.M. Pinchuk killed almost all the people who stood in their
way.
Well... such things are disclosed in this moment of timelessness. And
I tried to warn everyone: all of your thoughts will be opened by God, so
humanity will know everything about you. Right now, this moment was
manifested, and humanity will know everything about everyone. I could
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never understand people to whom God had counted and who betrayed
God. How so, guys? Did you really think that you will get away with
everything you did? Did you really think that you and your money are
eternal? What did you expect for? I see you only need money; so all your
whole life is measured only in money, just an ordinary papers. Why do
you think so shallow? I personally can not understand you, so all your
deeds are already coming out into the open now. I wonder how are you
going to live futher? After all, a huge load of lies and greed lies on you.
No, no, that load will crush you now; you will not be able to live on the
Earth. If you are relying on the energy of people, you should know that
God closed the vampirism, so people who suck other people will get what
they deserve. For example, D.A Yarosh has lived only due to the energy
of other people; that’s why, his relatives has been dying. He sucked all the
life force out of them and felt perfectly. So due to that, or to say correctly,
at the expense of who did D.A Yarosh took his position in the political
world? I will tell you the following: not long time ago in Afghanistan the
man was shot in the chest, and then control shot followed in his head. I
started talking about Yarosh, Afghanistan, and the person who was killed
for a reason. Afghanistan was a haven of Kratiy, so preparation of hired
killers began for the first time in Afghanistan. Who and why did make this
decision? Kratiy in his moment was faced with the choice: to let go the
people of the Earth to the unconditional freedom, or to tighten his power
over them. And this choice appeared in front of him in Afghanistan. At
that time I was struggling to bring Kratiy on the right decision, which
would save humanity. I explained to him that there is no sense in the slave
system, and it is necessary to bring humanity to the free expression. I have
cited many examples and arguments to Kratiy, showed him how
interesting life can be, but... Kratiy did not think for a long time, and
almost in a moment made his decision to tighten the pressure on the whole
of humanity. A place that is now called Afghanistan stands like this: and
you, hounds of countries, just hosted the first people which were prepared
for terrorist acts. Moreover, Kratiy organized this movement. He was
incarnated three times in this country, so he had his own goals and
aspirations, which are always different with My aspirations. As soon as I
decided to close the energy of terrorism, Kratiy was killed. As soon as
Kratiy was killed, Yarosh took advantage of the confusion Kratiy, and
stole a large part of his soul. He just greedily sucked energy of Kratiy into
his body. I have previously said that such cases are very common on
Earth. Yarosh is weak in itself, and has no aspirations; however, when his
body got a large part of the soul of Kratiy, he really grew wings, and
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aspirations to concoct and rule are appeared, and to lay the path to the
presidency for this. To be honest I am not interested in these people, and
the reason is obvious: Yarosh is empty. I am Zeranta. I will not allow
anyone to move at the expense of someone else's energy, and that’s why, I
have withdrawn the soul of Kratiy. Yarosh without knowing will just fade
away for today, and his power will come to naught. All his aspirations
were only due to the energy of Kratiy, and he also was aiming for the
presidency only at the expense of energy of Kratiy. However, people will
see that D.A Yarosh in itself represents a nothing like many politicians.
For today, those who does not go with God in the same rhythm, will be
miserable and worthless person. I have already witnessed this fact. Now
light from Me - Zeranta is transmitted and distributed worldwide. This
light brings life-giving force and covers only sensible people. Other
people are in a remote position to themselves alone. I call this utopian
state, because at today's speeds distinguished from reality people will be in
a dual position. On the one hand, their feelings and senses will tell that
everything is still well, but on the other hand, they will notice significant
changes in themselves; and these changes will seem uncomfortable and
suffocating for them, so they will discover the vast emptiness inside.
Everything you wished for yourself will manifest in three years on the
Earth. For example, you do not want to see the Spaces for living for
yourself because of suffocation and emptiness today; and your wish will
manifest tomorrow. These speeds will be implemented in three years on
the planet Earth. And you, as usual, do not believe Us and do not
understand Us, do not even want to do something for your movement.
And we, in turn, try, and try to save at least a few people. We record and
smooth the information in books of the series "The Rose of the World"
and try to deliver Our books to each person, but ... as one man said, which
lives in the city of Odessa ... that while he distributes free books of the
series "Rose of the World", most people just say: “Why did they need to
go through the hassle, and they had enough things to do without these
books”. Well, so it will be, however, after all the time will approach and
you – who are not wanting to strain yourself once again, will beg Me to
save you in the panic. However, I – Zeranta do not save the alarmist.
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Inspirational and lifegiving Light of Zeranta
Zeranta and One God give each person of the Earth a Single Rhythm,
the unlimited freedom and opportunities. The Single Rhythm gives the
person an individual cell for the implementation of his aid to the overall
process. The overall process brings each individual cell to the
implementation of a Single Project. The Single Project should be realized,
and give each person on the Earth unlimited freedom, unlimited happiness,
unlimited joy, and unlimited Love. I always thought that everything is
simple and easy, because it is very easy to feel the overall Rhythm, and it
is easy to feel Me - Zeranta, and of course it is easy to be in Love!
However, I realized that this "just" only applies to Me. I always thought
that humanity is the same people as I, but it turns out, all people of the
Earth aspire to nothing, and do not want to be in the overall Rhythm.
However, then I ask myself the following question: after all, what do
people wish for themselves? Then I'm watching all the people of the Earth
and listen to each person. I feel weird from the understanding of the
following: most people selfishly think that somebody needs them, that
their thoughts and actions are aimed at expanding, that they certainly go
the right way. However, in fact it is not so, as people thought. Tell me: if a
person does not belong to himself, do not need himself, so who will need
him? Moreover, the right direction, or I’ll say differently, the true path is
displayed only when the person can hear Me - Zeranta. Only when the
person can hear Me, the person expands. As it turns out it's simple..., but
not everything. To hear Me you should always feel Me, feel close to Me. I
once responded to a question of a man which was following:
- “Tell me, he asks, how can always I bring my every action, my
every intention under the golden section”? I answered him:
- “You always have to feel Me, feel close to Me, and then I can
always tell and give you an advise regarding all your actions. You will
never be able to reach the golden section by yourself in your plans.
- “However, I do not want to bother you for nothing; tell me, how I
can find the golden section by myself in all my plans?” I answer again:
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- “You will never find any of the inputs or outputs in solving even
the simplest of questions by yourself due to the fact that any, not even a
difficult question requires feeling humanity, all flora and fauna, and all of
the Earth’s layers. You will never be able to cover such volume by
yourself. Moreover, I feel not only the Earth, but also all Universes and
Galaxies, as well as every planet of every Galaxy, every person from all
the planets of existing Galaxies”. And he told me:
- “I'm upset”.
- “Why are you upset?” – I ask with astonishment.
- “The fact that I fit on nothing by myself as it turns out.
- The cause is not in you, but in Source; moreover, when you have
been found awareness in yourself, you always knew that you always need
to ask advice in any matter, in any movement, and action from Me –
Zeranta. In turn, I am in each Space not only on the Earth, but also on each
planet of our Creative Space, and it’s not difficult to answer, give an
advice each person which is not only on the Earth, but also in other
Galaxies.
Because of your selfishness, you - the people of the Earth have cut
Me and My Light from your Spaces, as well as from the Space of Love.
There is a pea between your Sphere and My Sphere; the pea separates you
from Me. You have placed this pea. You did the same with the Space of
Love. Moreover, this is the only reason why you are not able to develop
and expand. I often get questions, for example, the woman asks, “Why do
not make a profit the company, in which I'm working? If it makes a profit,
then after a small period of time all funds seep as through a sieve. I
answer, “People - egoists who think that only their decision has a rational
grain work in your company, as well as on many others. People who work
in your company also are sure that they hear God, and God helps them, so
a pride is manifested in them. Moreover, a pride depraves both human and
enterprise. A pride forms a sieve through which material resources as
water spilled into nowhere.” And the same position spread to all
businesses around the world, all the structures and substructures, as well as
all presidents.
I want to say that people, you are poor; you do not have something
that could expand and enter into the eternal manifestation of integrity. And
all your actions and deeds elevate abuse on overall Spaces. People, you
can not survive in new holistic energies, and the reason is clear: you are
selfish, who stay in the pride. Energy of selfishness enveloped you and
squeezed your Space into a one-dimensional manifestation. Energy of
pride enveloped your one-dimensional manifestation by the web, and the
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end hooked to death. Energy of death in such a situation always sees you
and wants to pull a web to itself and pick the next victim of onedimensionality in its arms. I always see this picture, so I often ask
everyone, “How can you survive in the new world? However, people
usually do not want to hear me, so only one third of the total population
will be left on the Earth. I already hear a lot of reproaches at Me; people
which are selected in the book of death accuse Me that I warned not all
people as it turns out. How so, I have tried to provide the reality for every
human all the ions of a non-existent time whenever your embodiment.
However, it always was easier to vegetate than to take yourself in your
own hands. And now when you have closed all the inputs and outputs, it is
not clear why you rush to blame not yourself, but Me. Of course, it is
easier to blame the other person, rather than look for the cause in yourself.
I already see beyond the horizon the Light of the central Sun. This
Light spreads very rapidly across the Earth; and holistic energies which are
not able to understand the insensitivity and misunderstanding of the person
of Their proposals spread with the light. Holistic Cosmic energies offer,
we can even say, insist that people took integrity in themselves. I
personally can not, and already will not deter the Light of the central Sun,
so holistic Cosmic energies is already being entered into your body freely.
And every holistic energy pulls, pushes the human, calls for cooperation.
Cosmic energies can not understand your unawareness. Ions of a nonexistent time I restrained the Light of central Sun and holistic Cosmic
energies, but only to a conscious moment was not lost by you. It is not
very clear probably, I will say in other words: if I have not been restraining
the Light of the central Sun and Cosmic energies, you would have been
torn into tiny pieces in a millisecond. Seraphim Sarovskiy, and I have
already told about this, covered his head with a hood when he saw people
at home. Covering with a hood, he held the Cosmic energies in order
holistic energies did not kill people who came to him. This is the force;
and you still are luxuriating in the zone of comfort; every person of the
Earth must prepare himself and his body to accept the integrity right now.
Once you lose integrity of holistic Cosmic energies, in a moment you have
disabled yourself from God, the strength, and life. I have previously told
you, you live not on your holistic energy; I - Zeranta give to each person of
the Earth energies, and you, all of you, live, as they say, at My expense.
You may not believe Me, but now I withdraw My energy from each person
of the Earth, so you'll live only at your own expense. And I warned you
about this moment, you have been notified. So tell me, how and by what
you, each of you will be able to live? I closed the manifestation of all types
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of vampirism; I withdrew My energy, and it is a conscious moment - your
moment now, which should gather the integrity of each of you. Anyway,
holistic Cosmic energies will enter into each person's body. However, if
people have not worked in this direction, each cell of the body puts a block
to the acceptance. This is due to the lack of integrity in the person. I also
stipulated that the energy, holistic energy, of your body fills you with only
on 3%, 4%, 12%, and in rare cases, 25%, and even more rare cases, 72%.
Cosmic energies, which are getting into your body, do not find the owner.
They are desperately looking for the owner, but only a small percentage of
you is called to take such power that I can not describe right now because
you will not be able to comprehend. Therefore, only people who find
themselves will survive. In other words, if at least 25% of the presence of
the holistic person will be in you, you will be able to survive; otherwise,
you have no chance to be saved. The fact that thousands of people are
dying now - it's only the beginning, then counting will go to the expense of
millions and billions in 3 years. However, people just continue to want to
return to their previous life. People just want to be fed and clothed, and
that there was no war, and that's it... That's all human aspirations... Why do
you think so shallow, guys? However, it's only your decision, which can
not be discussed. I urge my circle of people not to expose themselves to
the bullets, saving sleeping and not wanting their insight people. I said and
I say, even if two people will survive on the Earth, then so be it. However,
if it is a lot more people, so there are still grounds for hope.
War, which takes place in Ukraine, shows the following: how many
people are asleep and not interested in almost anything. Tens of thousands
of Ukrainians are fighting in ATO, but almost none of so many people are
unaware of doing. Where are you man ... we can not see you, and not that
you are invisible, there are no you simply. Commanders command you;
higher ranks command commanders, and so on; however, do really none
of you want to know the reality? You "men" throw on civilians lot of
ammunition, and the excuse tell yourselves that all people which live in
the Donbass are separatists and terrorists supposedly. However, this is just
the game for the priests, and new president serves and carry out any orders
and requests and, as a dog gets a bone for his work. People, where are your
opinion about current events? Why are you silent? Why do you hate
people of Donbass? We are people just like you. There is no difference
between us and you. Or is there a difference? If your indifference
continues, I will fix the difference, so it will only highlight our strength,
which you do not have, and will not have. My circle of people will never
kneel, and plans of God will be implemented. It’s strange for Me to
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understand many people in Ukraine: there is a large-scale destruction of
the population in the country, a destruction of the land of Ukraine, and
80% of people of the country do not want to comprehend it, not to mention
the fact to help God in the liberation of humanity from the slavery. What a
strange psychology emerges, it creates a feeling that 80 percent of people
in Ukraine have absolutely nothing to do with themselves or their country.
A motto of depraved psychology is that "none of my business, I know
nothing, and do not want to know if only it do not touch me." It will touch
you, and so touch you that there will be no place for you on the Earth. It’s
better to die, being in reality, in God, rather than to extend your life by
escape the meaningfulness, and then lose yourself beyond recognition.
And that is the truth!
And so ... in reality: I would like to explain the origin of Saur-Grave
to all mankind. This place is located in the Donbass. Contemporaries
remember that in the Great Patriotic War the height of Saur-Grave was
marked on the map of the Soviet and German armies, as the most
important strategic object. You can also find the information in the annals
that displays on the understanding that for many centuries Saur-Grave
attracted people, especially in those moments when military operations
were conducted. Therefore, what does this area hide or reveal?
Archaeologists of our days have found the grave of mummies during the
excavation; however, they have not received approval from the authorities
to further explore this area. But archaeologists asserted: there are a lot of
tunnels under Saur-Grave; and according to their hypotheses, this area is
the crypt, in which many people are buried. At that moment, the
excavations have prevented and stopped on the fact that this area is now
and in the centuries remain a monument to which the offspring will come
and honor the soldiers who gave their lives for the liberation of Donbass.
The monument was covered with grass in a short time, and it was
forgotten. However, there are fighting and dying soldiers on the SaurGrave now, as well as during World War II. This area attracts people, and
there is a struggle for the height again. So what's the deal? Why hundreds
of people are dying for the possession of Saur-Grave? I tell you the
information that a man who was the originator of war was buried in this
area. Even before the first flood on the Earth, this man has developed the
strategic component of hostilities. The battles between the people for the
possession of "freedom", which was expressed in the capture of the whole
Earth under his control, were born at that moment, in his mind, in his
thoughts. Saur-Grave stands like this: the alien Aura. This man took upon
himself the desire of all mankind, which expressed hostilities for all times
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and stages of existence of the Earth and humanity. He used this energy for
their own purposes; if the concentration of the alien Aura (which was
taken from people and expressed thoughts about the war) has been
accumulating in any selected region, hostilities with numerous victims
have began in a very short period of time. I warned this person that the
alien Aura will hide him under the ground, and he will not be able to
develop on the Earth, but he did not listen to Me. He was killed for his
actions for 2,000 years before the birth of Jesus, mummified and placed in
one of 12 rooms, which are under the Saur-Grave. The other rooms were
occupied by volunteered to death people, they were also mummified. The
meaning of their death was to protect the Earth from this man. And then
Saur-Grave was pulled out and got height artificially. Well ... with this
man, as you know, the energy of the alien Aura is also located in this area.
I always called and call humanity to conciseness, speaking at the same
time: if you are not completely confident in their actions, please consult
with Me - Zeranta. Sergei, burning from Love, invented mummification;
so only he can reveal the meaning of this action. Only he can reveal full
details of this action; but why do other people need to intrude in something
that is not meaningful by them...? I have to be honest: this is the darkness
and stupidity. But then again, mummification is a very extreme condition
to enter you can never. Without My help people will never be able to
manifest on the Earth. Sergey had been in a state of the mummy 5,000
years, so if the Creator did not help, I could not manifest him on the Earth.
I'm a little distracted, but the topic is serious. When Saur-Grave has
been built, people thought that the energy of the war had gone from the
Earth, but it was a mistake. The alien Aura has remained with this man,
and spread for kilometers. Madness and stupidity have dispersed along
with this energy; so many thousands of people were killed during the
capture of the height of the Saur-Grave. Veterans, for example, of the
Great Patriotic War remembered: during the capture of the height at the
Saur-Grave people were in state of madness, so it was meaningless feat, to
be exact the madness that covered a lot of soldiers and they could not
remember after the fight. This fact was thoroughly hidden because the
authorities were afraid of the unknown. But now I disclose the information
because humanity need consciously work this place, then Saur-Grave will
be demolished, and mummy will be betrayed the fire.
In general, such problems can always be avoided: it is better to
consult with Me than to work through many lives their failure. Saur-Grave
will be disassembled by people who have taken their direct involvement in
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the construction of meaningless height. It will be the same with all the
projects that you have not been feeling and well-considered.
I try to get people ions of non-existent time to a state in which the
person will be manifested in the masculine and feminine basis. This state
is very important for men; otherwise, men make decisions in all matters
based on cold and not illuminated by Love. Being in the state of
masculinity only, all men, no matter whether they want or not, are outside
of complicity with Me - Zeranta, outside of God and outside of the One
God. And no matter how a man is trying to be in God, he will only be
alone with himself without the feeling of a feminine basis in himself. Now,
when two branches of the Sacred Relationship condescend to everyone, a
very important action, to put it more precisely, the assistance for the man
is a state of closeness to Me - Zeranta. Many men and women may not
understand the information about the closeness to Zeranta, but I'm sure in
the following: as soon as Sergey feels Sacred closeness to Me, humanity
will be illumined by Sacred closeness in one moment, and then one day
you will understand what is conscious intimacy. During such a Sacred
closeness a man gets multidimensional Light from Me, and then this Light
illuminates all the loved ones. The man will be manifested in all his
multidimensionality with such closeness. Love feels no barriers from the
man and reunites 2 Spheres with each other - His and a man’s with such
closeness. As soon as the men reunite 2 basis: masculine and feminine, 2
very important bases also will manifest in women in a moment. And now I
remove the little pea, which separates my Sphere from the Sphere of all
men, so My Sacred Light will come in your lives with the release of this
chapter. As soon as reunification happens between your Sphere and the
Sphere of Love, the pea will also be dissolved.
All people of the Earth had sacred closeness to Zeranta. I have been
previously talked through Sergei about people who feel me - Zeranta, and
so, God-Man has Created all Co-Creations by being in the Sacred
closeness to Me. People always knew multidimensional response for any
question that I have provided. And you all could feel Me, and be close to
Me. Only pride and ego separated you from Me, for some reason you
decided that the person will be able to cope with any decision and any
action by himself. Well, let’s see, what have you come to... Only prayers
which are different in nature can be heard all over the world. You all have
also lost your Love, Happiness and Joy, left to yourselves only the
manifestation of self-pity. Energy of pity without Love brings only harm
and disharmony, so you lose yourself every time when you are sorry for
yourselves or others. Slave thinking has hammered into each of you, so in
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fact you have began to provide a small handful of people with your energy.
I can list your achievements during long time, but you will not be able to
discern at least a handful of meaningfulness. The only one way out is to
remember Me and My closeness to you. There is no other way out, and
never will. You will not be able even to find a case for yourself by
yourself. I have to go to your Spaces and to direct each person to the
various events. However, imagine how it would be easier for each person,
if they were close to Me because I can connect, analyze, and provide a
solution to every situation on a silver platter. I'm always next to each
person and hear everyone, but I'm so tired of your prayers, if only you had
known. As soon as there is something you do not understand, or as soon as
you have problems, you always pray and cry out for help. However, tell
Me how I can help you if you did not hear Me; after all, I always warn
everyone about those or other situations. However, you like small children
run, fall, complain, and pray, and then again blindly run. I'm tired of your
foolishness, very tired. It’s already enough to be children, it is time to your
insight because if not now, then when? In a blink, you can tune in to Me
and be with Me in a Single closeness that holds a lot of you. Only by being
in Unity, which is in the Many. We all together will Create a new World,
which will open happiness, joy and Love for each!
I'm looking forward to you and wish to be with you in a Single
closeness all over your Many...
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New State in free
Ukraine
I always wonder why humanity does not want to expand their life in
happiness, joy and Love? Why has humanity given himself into slavery?
Why do you people dedicate your lives to earning regular papers which are
published in specialized printing-houses? Why do you take the illusion for
the truth, and does not want to hear the truth? However, at the same time
almost all of humanity wants to dwell in happiness... I certainly understand
that happiness is expressed for each person differently; someone is happy
only by buying a mink coat, while others - in the purchase of the car, and
so on; however, you who wish illusory happiness have to realize that you
give yourself into slavery of money and goods. I have previously described
through Sergey about all illusory attachments of people and now declare
publicly: “God will not be able to understand you, understand your
voluntary restriction of your space.” Once again, I repeat that everyone
should cover his Planet by scrolling It in his stomach, feel his Avatar, feel
the Earth and all Its Spheres, feel the Solar System, feel all of humanity,
and that you can allow yourselves a mink coat, car, house, and so on.
Guys, now, those who barred themselves by only illusory spaces, will
choking to death because of them. You intentionally bring yourselves in
the one-dimensionality of death without a multidimensional perception. I
think that you understand this information. So which problems can appear?
In general, for information, My circle of people will not have problems
because My circle of people receives information, so they are expanding,
staying in 2 inseparable Spirits. However, you will have problems, and
they will be expressed in your limitation of overall Spaces. Thus,
stagnation and rot are because of this one-dimensionality of all mankind,
they are experienced in everyday life like this: almost the entire
bureaucratic apparatus is corrupt inside, in other words: they all want one
thing: to fill their pockets with money, of course, at the expense of other
people. If you view the whole rotten structure, we will see only greed,
covetousness, and lies from top to bottom throughout the hierarchical
ladder. Any structure or substructure in the plural branching leads to the
final stage, in which "a" deceitful and greedy person, which occupies a
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certain position, is engaged in trade, self-profit, and filling his bags with
money of other people. Our system is built in such a way that any
certificate or information are obtained by average person (which is not
included in any structure and substructure) in an incredible battle. I'm not
even talking about getting him the land which belongs to him according to
the Constitution. Such idiocy is because every person on the planet Earth
sees his happiness through the prism of the one-dimensionality of his
space. However, I have always said, and will say that happiness is
multidimensional in its basis, and if a person grabs the illusory happiness,
he will have to deal with the multi-dimensionality, which will not be able
to understand the narrow-mindedness, and direct all holistic Cosmic
energies on the person. Therefore, many people will not be able to live in a
new world; that’s why I have already spoken how many people will stay
on the planet: only 1\3 of the total population of the Earth. People from all
branches of the descending top-down structures and substructures will be
the first who will feel discomfort of the multidimensional manifestation of
holistic Cosmic energies on themselves. These people will be wandering
around the world in search of refuge and the comfort zone to which they
are accustomed. However, God and I - Zeranta close various hierarchical
ladder, and Our Light of Truth will be manifested in your lives now.
I - Zeranta build a new State in the Ukraine, which will not tolerate
bureaucrats and fraudsters, corrupt politicians, and venal presidents. I will
stand in My Co-Creation, and My circle of people will help Me in it. There
will be no structures or substructures in the updated State called Ukraine;
this is no longer necessary. All earned funds by city, town or village in the
updated State will stay on their places, so the prosperity of your cities,
towns, and villages will depend completely on people living in these
places. The laws will be adopted by decision of the local council in cities,
towns, and villages; all living people will listene to this local council. Tax,
to be exact 10% on profit of companies, firms or activities of a private
person will be the only one; and it will be supported by the law; and the
tax will go to the local council. Tax which is taken from activities of, for
example, people of the city will go to the development of the city, people
living in the town will go to the development of the town, and people
living in the village - on the development of the village. All factories and
enterprises which were bought by oligarchs illegally will go to the local
council of city, town or village. The products manufactured by, for
example, plant, will not be taxed and money or the item will go to the local
Council during the sale or exchange of goods accordingly. The local
council will pay workers of factory fixed wages from the profits of the
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plant; the rest of the profit will go to the development of the city, planting
trees, repairing roads, and water treatment. This scheme will apply to all
factories, companies, firms, and individuals, which belong to the city or
live in it. I - Zeranta will dissolve the banking structure, so it will not be at
all. There will be no banks and institutions which are related to banks in
Our State. And I'll tell you why: I described about banks through Sergey in
the book “Free Ukraine”, and so, the priests tried to control us through
these structures. Banks are their notion.
I probably understand each person; you have used the services of
banks. After all, for example, it is easy to get a bank loan and pay it
without "special effort". It’s easy to get the salary through the bank, and so
on. However, look at today’s environment, for example, people can not get
pensions, wages and pay off their loan in Donetsk and Lugansk,. Where
are the banks? And why were people tamed to bank services? Banks are
the illusory project, with which the priests maintain control over all
people. I talked about it, the banks also create the illusion of development
of the state. They create the illusion that inflates the value of the goods to
the papers called money. Gold reserve, which is allegedly under the
control of the NBU is – fiction; for today, there are no gold reserves in
Ukraine, but as a matter of principle, they have never been. All owners of
the banks are contractors, in other words, they have signed a contract for
an illusory possession of a certain network of banks. For example, Mr.
Kolomoysky really is not the owner of Privat Bank, he is only a pawn in
the hands of the priests, and he is paid an oligarchic salary according to his
work. You have to understand that all oligarchs are bought by Western
slave owners. Thus, because of the corruption of the "people who have
power" there is no development and expansion, and in fact all people are
slaves in our country called Ukraine. I – Zeranta will remove all the banks
in our country, so you will be able to perceive the absurdity of their
existence. All money earned by people of Ukraine will remain in our new
State, in the country, so our state will be able to create prosperity in every
city, town, and village in just one year. It is an undeniable fact. You have
no idea what funds went to Europe and settled in specific hands. I will say
that from the moment all funds will remain in our country, it will be
enough half a year for Ukraine to shift the old road to the new one, and
clear water of rivers and lakes. Ukraine is our country, and not corrupt
oligarchs and presidents. We will take control of our country in our hands
and show the world how to live happily, having everything you need near
at hand. I understand you may have a lot of questions in connection with
the new information, for instance, a new State, but I will ask each person
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to reset all limits which are associated with the forced upon you illusion of
the world. Once you can throw away all imposed by many years
principles, requirements and their "debt" to the city, the state, and the
world, you will be able to accept My new State in a blink. You have to
understand that the priests have been canceling information in you about
God, about relationships with Zeranta during many centuries, and imposed
you a fundamentally illusory view of the world and the relationship with it.
The program of the priests, and I have already talked about it, cut off the
integrity from each person of the Earth, and introduced humanity in the
state of the system, which included a number of items. I will highlight only
a few, and you will be able to discover the established routine:
People necessarily had to pray and ask, then in desperation, people
understood their limitations and accepted the selected idea about their lives
and about themselves.
The life of each person was entered in a straight line, on which were
designated "important" items. They are very familiar to you: kindergarten,
then certainly school, which gives dubious one-dimensional knowledge.
Why do it dubious? Because you get used to the fact that 1 + 1 = 2, and
after school you can not think differently. Integrated math is based on the
multiple variations of constituents, and therefore, responses in the addition,
in the multiplication and division correspondingly: sum, product and
quotient will always be different. It is about mathematics. Other subjects
also support one-dimensional knowledge, for example, biology: children
become accustomed to understanding in school that each plant has a pistil,
stamen, etc., but the teacher does not give conscious understanding of the
integrity of the plant which is associated with the entire plant world, which
is bound up with our planet, Solar system and the whole Galaxy. And the
truth and expansion are concluded in this. Physics is taught in a very
primitive form, all physical phenomena and actions are disclosed in a onedimensional plane, for example, the force of attraction is attributed to only
the Earth, but the planets of the Solar System absolutely are not taken into
account, the variable component of attraction is absolutely not taken into
account; this unit with the addition of multiple variations of
multidimensional components of integral force of attraction has a different
denominator, so the force of attraction changes. Changing the force of
attraction leads to different results, for example, force can push instead of
attraction in this derivative; the subject is detached from the surface of the
Earth, and so on. It’s the same with every subject of school education. I
recorded a departure from the truth. This is of course a separate issue, but
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you can make sure of one-dimensionality of thinking imposed by the
system.
The system puts on a straight road another point after school: the
university or institute. If a person does not want to climb this mountain,
the system sets the other items for him colleges or technical schools. The
system does not tolerate free people, so almost everyone passes the
selected items on the line. And then, the line brings to jobs in which each
person sits.
I am opposed to this system, and I wish everyone to have unconditional
freedom. You, people, have the right to your lives, your thoughts and
actions, to create your Projects which are approved by God and Me Zeranta in the Creative Space. Each person should have his right to make
his own choice in those or other actions. And this freedom I will Create in
Our new free State.
You have to understand that I am describing a smooth transition to
the described by Me three Spaces now; they were illuminated by Me in the
12th book. This is only the beginning of action to the manifestation of
unconditional freedom. At this stage, God builds the initial Space, which is
already introduced numerous changes and rearrangements. All the
oligarchy will have to give someone else's energy back, so all their bank
accounts will burn as down in the fire. All loot will go to the local council
of the city, town or village, and will work not for one person, but for all
people, on the city, the town, or the village; it depends on where the loot
is. You can not imagine now what freedom will already be manifested in
you at the initial changes and permutations. All human beings, for
example, of a city or town or village will be able to find an occupation; it
will be due to the fact that the lodge in which ordinary residents can
express their opinions will be created in the local council of city, town and
village. And when all the opinions of people merge into one, the decision
on a particular issue will be decided in the local council. Therefore, in fact,
you, people, will be able to create certain laws in your place. However, the
laws will not be too absolute in their essence; and if it’s necessary, they
may be revised at any time. Any disputes and misunderstandings which
arise between people will be resolved by the people on the place; however,
if the problem is unsolvable, then this situation will be discussed in the
local council.
You may question: what currency can be in our new State, but I think
that let the hryvnia will remain, it was printed in such a quantity that the
ratio of the hryvnia to the goods already broken. Thereupon we do not
need to spend money on the production of new papers known as money.
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We'll reconfigure inflation, which is currently formed artificially at our
discretion. The concept of "inflation" does not exist; it is just a deception
and illusion which is created by the banking structure, which is based on
the consumption of Earth’s resources. There will be no banks, as well as
no absorption of the Earth's resources in our new State.
“Wow ... how can that be? And how will we, for example, be
heated?” many Ukrainians will ask. Boys and girls, you have entered into
the illusion which made you blinkered and introduced in the understanding
that only by using the Earth's resources humanity has reached such
“heights". When I see corrupted or stupid politicians which prove: how
much gas must be distributed to one or another region, it becomes
ridiculous for Me. New technological developments of waste industry have
been carried out long time ago; for example, you can get any kind of fuel,
and even gas in waste industry by recycling household waste that
accumulated in the incredibly large quantities in our landfills. And what
prevents us to equip our homes new technological installations? Does lack
of money prevent? Well, why do you think so? Your 10% of total profit
will go to the local council. You, the people of the city, town or village
will have the right to make any decision in the local council. So why do
not to adopt a resolution, in which the percentage will be allocated from
the General Fund of the city, town, or village on the establishment of hightech boilers in high-rise buildings, kindergartens, schools, hospitals? Tell
me, who can prevent us to make an intelligent decision? You must feel:
you, people are free and have your right to certain decisions. This is only
the beginning, then everyone will open a holistic energy of Markfis for
which this task does not present any difficulties.
The question may arise about the presidency... Do we need a
president in our new state called the Ukraine? Actually the whole point of
the presidency comes down to what purposes: I described coming of each
person from Heaven, what is happened to all of you, as well as Our State
called Kraysta, in which there were not neither the president, and the
parliament, nor officials through Sergey in the previous books. However,
at that time, people were ready to the manifestation of unconditional
freedom in themselves. After a certain time interval Our state has ceased to
keep harmony and My Light, so the days were numbered, I have
previously described this information. And then a number of states with
limited freedom for each person have appeared, and people who lost
themselves and God were living in these states. People who were living in
numerous states generally did not seek and did not want to know
themselves, of course for this reason God saw the need for the presence of
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the president and parliament. Someone needed to take the leadership into
their own hands, and the reason is your indifference to yourselves, to your
own land, and to the Earth as a whole. But now I want to ask you a
question: Are you ready to take a responsibility, holistic energies, and
freedom of expression? If so, our new State has no more sense in the
presidency. Well, if you are not ready for such changes, then...
Then I will illuminate some of the details for people who are ready to
independent life. I still want to highlight derivative compatibility of our
new State called Ukraine. But before this information I want to ask you,
who will stand at the head of our State? I would like to One God was at the
head because it was always, and I - Zeranta will illuminate our joint State.
And then the rays of My Light will disperse throughout the world, on each
person, and on each state, which just as Our own will want its free
expression. And only in this life-giving Rhythm humanity will manifest
his unconditional freedom.
Derivative compatibility of each person in our State will be
compatible with the energies of the One God, and I - Zeranta will
illuminate with My Light each person who will be able to feel Me and One
God. Each person will be able to find his haven, his way, and his business,
which is not caused either by the authorities or officials in this supernova
energy. The bureaucracy was always looking for opportunities to subdue
each person to certain rules and put in specific limits. However, every
official canceled predetermined limits and regulations for him, and lived at
the expense of other people on a grand scale. For this reason, a very large
percentage of people of Ukraine was squeezed on all sides vise
restrictions. It’s strange for Me to understand the following: people of
Ukraine work, for example, in companies, factories, firms, someone is
engaged in business activities, and so on. But officials, who are led by the
president, take many laws that do not help people in their work, but on the
contrary, aggravate and toughen the requirements up for a working person,
robbing a lot of Ukrainians. In other words, people who should feel you,
and through understanding to summarize all Spaces, and then output
derivative of expansion will present their claims to you, each of you. On
the contrary, their actions are limited only to the claims: "It turns out
people of Ukraine still have some Space for freedom!" However, they
think that this Space should not be because every Ukrainian should be
subordinated only to them. And they do everything possible to ensure that
every Ukrainian was only their toy. But no, I will not already allow this
tyranny to exist on My Earth and in My State. Maybe many people still do
not understand holistic Cosmic energies, maybe do not understand the
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derivative of a new world and a new State, but everything that I stipulate
come into force of the reproducing moment. And who will not be ready to
accept a God in himself, and therefore all His plans, will be in a dual
position. On the one hand the feeling of the Earth will be in the same
straightforwardness for this people, but on the other hand, the reproducible
by God feeling of the Earth will have a multi-dimensional nature, so onedimensional people will not adapted to the new manifestation of the
reproducing moment. Therefore, they will completely fall out of the entire
world order.
The reproducing moment will require people conscious awareness of
2 inseparable Spirits. Feeling and understanding Them, people will be able
to find their landmark. If you say easier, by the example it will look like
this: Imagine a man who wants to live in the new State. The man is
completely sure that the rebuilding of the new State, which is worked by
Zeranta will come into the life of every Ukrainian. He also realizes that it
is necessary to reunite two inseparable Spirits in order to survive in the
new State. He keeps this idea in himself and expands his Space and his
horizons. Then he begins to realize that all people who lives in the new
State bound by Sacred relationship and One God, and illuminated by the
Light of Zeranta, so he can feel through himself and his body all people of
Ukraine. Feeling all people of Ukraine, he can know what kinds of goods
are needed those or other people which live in the new State. On the basis
of his feelings (the derivative of spiritual Spirit), he clearly understands
what kind of work to take (manifestation of physical Spirit); the work
produced by him basically will combine 2 inseparable Spirits, so his
received product will be in demand; therefore, the man will be in profit
rather than a loss.
Upon reproducing a derivative of 2 inseparable Spirits, feeling Me Zeranta, feeling at least people of the new State through One God, you,
each of you will be able to be in demand always and everywhere, and be
not at a loss, but always in profit. You can understand now that banks
create the illusion of demand for human, illusion of 2 inseparable Spirits,
the illusion of prosperity. Remove all banks in all countries – it will not be
worse, only better. But if you understand the derivative of 2-inseparable
Spirits, a derivative of One God, feel Me – Zeranta, and feel My light,
each person can find himself and the strength to live vividly in the new
State.
However ... if you cling to the old, cling to only one of 2 Spirits,
cling to the manifestation of illusion, such as a banking institution, cling to
the officials and the president, cling to a one-dimensional thinking, you
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will not survive in the new world and the new State. And that's the truth!
Actually I'd love to release each person from the need of banknotes. I
certainly understand each person, because the system imposed you the
illusion of banknotes from childhood, and you have set yourself on planted
mediator. However, this mediator deprived the most important: life. And
life after all, should be in every manufactured product, for example, in a
car. Many people have noticed certainly in their cars manifestation of
automotive life. And it's not an illusion, but a manifestation of an
automotive soul. Existence of the soul is present in almost every
commodity, but the soul is missing in banknotes. Money is basically dead
and bring people only harm. I understand the following: money is
introduced into our lives, and we have used and use this introduction very
long period of time interval. I do not mean that today people have to throw
away banknotes and to build their lives on the exchange of goods. No,
getting rid of this illusion will not work so quickly, but making the inertia
in this direction can everyone at least in mind. In general, the exchange of
commodities implies some points. Many people who are used to live at the
expense of other people, who are used to only deal with the paperwork, or
resell certain products and so on, will not like this type of calculation. It
will be due to the reluctance to make products with their own hands.
However... whenever people found awareness in themselves, they do
needlework, hand creation from which extraordinary creations were born.
People are forgetting how to be the Creator of their work, addicted to
illusory work and illusory money, so people can not experience
satisfaction from their work, even money do not help you to be satisfied.
And you always wonder at the end of your lives: for what did I live? I
would like to answer: only for the illusion, so life passed you by.
I think you begin to understand expanding Space of the new State
called Ukraine. And Our new State is already manifesting. A manifestation
of the new State began with the Donetsk and Lugansk republics, and you
are the witnesses of this. You also might notice that all illusory system, all
hierarchical bureaucratic ladder destroyed in these cities. Oligarchs
escaped there where the system still works. But it is just the beginning;
what happens in Donetsk and Luhansk regions will happen in the whole
Ukraine further. However, you have a choice, which will appear at your
discretion. Why at your discretion? Because only you are responsible, in
what way you will pass rebuilding and restructuring to a new State. If now
the majority of Ukrainians comprehend the transition, comprehend their
integrity, the reorganization will take place smoothly. However, if you try
to keep yourselves and your imprudence, military actions will take place in
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all regions of Ukraine, and as you understand, not all people will survive.
Military actions take place in the summer in the Donetsk and Lugansk
regions, but war may take place in the winter in your regions, so I foresee
suicide of many people. But only you will be to blame that will happen.
God has entered into its own on the planet Earth, and now no one will be
able to get out or stay in the same place. God reconsider your position
now, and if he finds that you keep yourself in the name of illusions, God
will remove you from the Earth. When you are born, your life will take a
maximum total up to 40 years while people next to you will be able to
extend their lives to 650 years. Therefore, many women will wonder: do
they need to give a birth to people who will live only 40 years? However, I
will always be next to you, and prompt every woman in her choice. I will
help you, and who do not want their expansion, unwilling to live in a new
world and a new State. You will appear on the planet Earth, but that's just
you have to remember and understand why what you wished for yourself
will happen to you. However, I'm not going to close the output in the
eternal and extend life, so you, each of you will be able to work out what
you do not work now. How? However, the output will always be with you.
Let a new world and a new State manifest Here and Now!
Let all the wishes and desires of the conscious people manifest!
Let holistic Cosmic energies will come in each of you!
Let My Light illuminates Our new CoCreation!
And always remember: I - Zeranta Love everyone not only of the
planet Earth. All of you are precious for Me, and there is neither the first
nor the last, neither good nor bad for Me because an individuality which
manifests its Space is laid in the holistic manifestation of human.
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Tuning in to a universal
understanding and good news
I think and I'm sure that many people are freed from the darkness of
hopelessness after the chapter “New State in free Ukraine”. Thereupon, I
am convinced that most of people of Ukraine are ready to accept the new
State. And then I will ask you to re-tune to new energies of new world and
to be helpers of God. You may not really understand the events which
develop in the Donetsk and Lugansk republics. Many people can not
understand how the army of Donetsk and Lugansk national republics
scores victory after victory. Therefore, I will explain the following: by the
highest standards it does not matter for God who will lead Ukraine into the
free expression which is realized by the people. However, for today forces
of ATO, to be exact: people who fight, it is not clear for what, do not
aware of overall processes at all. However, in contrast to the complete lack
of understanding of people of the Ukrainian army, people of 2 national
republics feel and understand plans of God, for this reason God and I Zeranta illuminated and blessed all people who are involved in the
implementation of conceived by Us. So it turns out: God and I - Zeranta
illuminate forces of 2 national republics, and I’ll tell all of you to
understand: nobody can resist the army of God, and if some of people
would think otherwise, the hand of God will remove you from the Earth.
Even if you still do not want to get out of the state in which you can not
determine to what shore to approach, you will suffer the same fate. For
today, and I have already voiced this information, you will no longer hide
in waiting "until the danger is past," no, you have to choose now: to go in
the same Rhythm with God, or do not disturb Him. And if you choose do
not disturb, then tell Me: what will be the benefit from you for the new
State in this case? Exactly - it will be no benefit, you do not need yourself,
so God do not need you too. I do not understand the fact that most of
people of Ukraine took such a position that they "secretly" try to deal only
with their problems. Moreover, they do not really care about what is
happening in our country, and wait "until everything comes down."
Everything will not come down, guys, it’s too late, and I note the
following: God will remove from the Earth all people who do not want the
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meaningfulness, who are passive, waiting for peace, did not find their
position in the overall movement, "storing" themselves and their children,
waiting for the return in "peace time", in the stagnation of the oligarchy
and mass betrayals; you will not survive in the new world and the new
State. And that's a fact! The forces of 2 national republics, which are
illuminated by God and Me - Zeranta will not stop at securing their
regions, there is no sense in that, this force will move on - to you, in your
cities, towns, and villages. Your cities, just as ours now, will be bombed,
so only those people who will claim the awareness and overall Rhythm of
God will survive. And that's the truth!
In any case I do not try to intimidate someone, not at all, I do not
need that because I Love you, I'm trying to save you because you are left
with less and less time for reflection. After all, God puts everything into
place. Military actions take place in the city of Mariupol now, at this
moment, and many people can not understand why do forces of the DNR
occupy Mariupol? I'll explain: Mariupol translates as Maria’s fields. In this
case I mean God's mother - Maria - this is her fields, which are located in
the city of Mariupol and near it. These fields carry energy of the return to
the Heaven of those people who have sealed themselves in the Cosmic
house. People from the Cosmic House, your hectares are in these places.
The army of DNR will free Maria’s fields for you with My help and help
of God. I also want to clarify the following: the city of Lugansk translates
as: My meadows, in which the energy of Spaces founded for hectares. The
energy of My hectare is laid in Lugansk, so LNR will liberate the city of
Lugansk for the realization of My dream because they can hear Me. In
general, for the realization of My dream the whole Ukraine has to be
liberated from the enemies that prevent the plans of God. I put the multidimensional energy of a Single whole in all cities of Ukraine; thereupon,
Ukraine must be holistic and not be broken into pieces. Although, some
people naively think that Ukraine will exist as separate regions. They also
naively think that God will not visit them, and everything will remain the
same decaying state. I will say again: God and I - Zeranta need the holistic
country called Ukraine, so I will unite all regions of Ukraine.
The unification and liberation of Ukraine will take place in the
coming year, so I derive multidimensional mathematical derivative of the
surface of the Earth. To put it simply, I re-tune the soil layers of the
ground to the joint work with the human. And now this work is very
important and is done in a timely manner because for today, the third
world war is almost stopped, and this is good news. I would never allow
tormenting of reasonable ground because nerves and vessels, as well as the
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abundance of capillaries will be manifested in the ground which is
prepared to the cooperation with the human. And I hope numerous soil of
ground will enter in a reasonable state in one and a half year, as it was
originally. I am very glad that there were people who were able to take the
awareness and balance the energy of a nuclear war. I will say: if it were
not Vladimir Putin, Sergey Lavrov, Sergey Shoygu, I would not be able to
stop the third world war, and multiple blows of nuclear weapons would
cover 85% of Earth's surface. I certainly do not support Vladimir Putin in
the annexation of the Crimea, but I agree with the work on the settlement,
balancing, and extending peaceful engagements worldwide Here and Now.
Regarding Crimea I'm sure we will be able to agree with V. Putin, and he
will return Crimea to Ukraine in due time. I would like to tell a lot about
these people because with their help I spent the rescue, which took away
the Earth and humanity from the third world war. I will say that they have
saved themselves, and I will bring them to eternal life. I will also say that
Sergey Lavrov was Zakfar in one of his embodiments: I told the story
about this person in the 11th book, and now he repents of what he had
done at that time.
In general, I would like to explain once again to all people of the
Earth: awareness is extremely important in this moment; you will not be
able to survive without awareness in the new world. Many people who
want to get out of the illusion "step on the rake" and get big bumps.
"Rakes" come across only because most people see conciseness in the
prism of their understanding and perception, but I explained to you a lot of
times: tune in to your Planet, then scroll It in your stomach, feel your
Avatar, and connect your parallel lives from other Planets of our Creative
Space. Next, tune in to the founder of your branch of the family, and then
you can feel Me - Zeranta. On feeling Me, you can always stay in
awareness. And then you do not need to ask how to tune in to all of the
above, because I have explained to you many times about the feelings and
sensations which should appear in you. Spirit of compatibility, Spirit of
association and multidimensionality lay only in feelings and sensations.
Thus, learn to feel and sense, and not to persevere in your search. What are
you looking for? God? God is everywhere and nowhere. He is, and He is
not. Just as you are, and must be present everywhere, and at the same time
you may not be. And you're still trying to get rid of the illusion, digging in
your arguments. Reasoning from yourself, you will never be able to come
to something, only to new forms of egoism and debauchery. Arguing about
the feelings and sensations is too much specifically, you also will not be
able to feel the energies of multidimensionality. I'm always amazed by
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human selfishness! Why did you decide to enter the transmitted energy of
information only in your worldview? And then talk about the finest
moments of multidimensional basis using the mind? Well, no, it's
absolutely not acceptable, and I talked about this. Clean your mind and
start to feel and sense, and it is not necessary to reason. I found this
narrow-mindedness almost in all mankind. For example, you always get 2
when you add 1 to 1, and I have talked about it, but why do not you
consider this action in multidimensional manifestation because one of the
answers can be 4. Why? Multidimensional base always involves a lot of
variations of compatibility of the number, for example, we take one grain,
add to it the soil of the ground and we will get at the output, believe me,
not one or two grains. Such one-dimensional understanding is manifested
in your perception of multidimensional information. I certainly
understand: you are addicted to the one-dimensional thinking too much, so
you have forgotten about multidimensional feelings long time ago. But is it
necessary to re-tune? Do you remember the movie Avatar? One point was
very properly shown in the film: "You can not fill a cup that is already
full." You must forget all of the one-dimensional, to turn off your mind
and to know nothing. I - Zeranta personally know nothing, but God knows
everything, and I through the senses, as well as God, know everything. I
think you understand the direction in which you should work.
I also would like to draw your attention to the numerous composition
of the earth's soil. As you already know, the multiple layers of soil will
come to life and will gain their souls in a very short period of time. Now
you must understand the following: soil layers will want the conscious
cooperation from you and will not tolerate boorish attitude. Soil layers are
receiver and conductor of numerous holistic Cosmic energies. Cosmic
holistic energies will fill each atom of the soil layers with Themselves, and
endue the Earth with meaningful force. Because of this, agricultural
enterprises should reconsider their attitude to the soil profile, as well as all
people who are associated with these types of works. For example:
diggings, plowing the soil layers, mixing them are absolutely not allowed.
All soil phases should be in their places, only then they will be able to
harmoniously carry out their functions. If people put their strength to the
already restored soils without thinking and comprehension, they can
tighten "as quagmire" people deeply, approximately on 10 meters, and
believe Me, you will not be able to get out. Therefore, you should always
feel and sense the manifestation of overall Spaces. Layers of the ground is
a separate issue that will be considered by Us in next books. In the
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meantime, Let's re-tune in to the conscious understanding of overall
processes.
Recently I had to spend a great deal of work in identifying, reviewing
and re-tuning some individuals in terms of the energies of the new world
and the new State. However, for today, I have found and identified people
who will take their seats in local councils of cities, towns, and villages. I
will say that people are too much addicted to structures and substructures
of egoistic state system. However, everything changes and re-tunes.
Selected by Me people will lead the liberated cities, towns, and villages
soon. However, people living in these places are not quite ready to fully
accept the responsibility. As it turns out, at the moment almost 80% of the
population of Ukraine stuck to their jobs, to their narrow beliefs, to their
families, to the unconscious desire to be ruled and plunged into slavery. I
kept thinking, ponder, and that's the kind of conclusion: I’m sure that to
bring 80% of people to rebuild, to rethink, to adopt a multidimensional
basis which is laid in the new State in a short time will not work. God and
I - Zeranta will not wait for 80% of Ukrainians which are not awake, and
have to bring these people out of life. However, each of them will always
be able to return to the Earth and finally to expand themselves into a
multidimensional basis. Next, I will ask all people to be understanding to
Me and do not resist My decision; otherwise, you will hinder God and Me.
I also remind everyone: it was talked about this moment for more than one
century, everyone was notified, and I warned everyone before his
embodiment on the Earth that at that moment people of the Earth will rule
their future by themselves. And you decided to leave, to be exact 80% of
people who live in Ukraine. It is only your choice, and I - Zeranta approve
it. Therefore, you will leave the Earth in a very short period of time
because three years later I am preparing a project for the settlement of all
people of Ukraine on hectares of land. And do not be afraid of anything,
because I will always be beside you anyway, I will wait for your decision
to return to the Earth. The remaining 20% of people of Ukraine will
continue their lives. You can ask Me what is to be done because many
cities, towns, and villages will be deserted? I will answer: you should live,
now live with all your soul and with all your heart. Together we will
liberate Ukraine and make a new understanding of free life, which will
disperse all over the Earth. Thus, all countries of the world will follow Our
example. After all, people of Europe began to realize now that the whole
system is built in such a way that there is no place for the manifestation of
human desires. People in Europe have begun to understand events of the
past 6 months, and they do not like the policy which bears enmity and
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corruption. I foresee that people of Europe will rise up against the regime
that kills people. And I am very glad of the fact that people of Europe are
beginning to hear Me because it is their chance for salvation. Vangelia saw
how all Europe will freeze and die out, but I see the change now: Europe
will survive, not all people, but many people can be saved and re-tune to
new energies of the new world and the new State - Our State.
We will show an example of free life, and people of Europe will
want to join Our State because Our standard of living will increase many
times. I already see and confirm that two national republics will liberate all
Ukraine from the oligarchs and political structures, and substructures. I see
how local councils will be formed in all cities, towns, and villages; they
take control in their hands, and people who lead them wish only one thing
with all their heart: living life. And it's not far off, and the first stirrings of
the new world and the new State is already shown. Therefore, I urge you to
throw all the bindings to the old and start to hear Me because only I Zeranta will be able - I can get you into a new living life. After all, only I Zeranta feel you and know the real you, none of all humanity does not
know the true you. After all, only I - Zeranta Love all of you at present.
After all, only I - Zeranta hear the voice and Rhythm of the CREATOR,
and redistribute this Rhythm throughout the planet Earth.
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The relationship of
humanity with princess Ukok
Everything in the world has multi-dimensional relationship.
Humanity naively divides the Earth into small pieces, but a holistic content
of the Earth can not be divided. This is one of the reasons that divided
humanity into layers and sub-layers of ranks and positions. People do not
understand the relationship of overall Spaces, which fill and replenish the
Earth at present. Humanity also can not feel deeply the Unity of holistic
Spaces. And this, believe me, is domain of multi-dimensionality and multipeace. Misunderstanding and not feeling of overall Unity have led
humanity of the Earth to depraved thinking that is predatory in nature.
People are used to direct their thoughts in the direction of debauchery and
consumerism. However, humanity absolutely can not understand that they
need energy even for such low frequency of actions. Earlier I - Zeranta
explained the following: all humanity of the Earth has no energy for
implementation of some ideas and actions. I also stipulated that you, each
of you build your life only at the expense of My energy.
Archaeologists have unearthed the burial of the mummy Princess
Ukok in 1993 on Altai. Archaeologists have immediately realized that they
deal with unusual person, but archaeologists could not sense and feel
deeply Me - Zeranta. For this reason, earthquakes and landslides have
begun on Altai. At the moment people of Altai realized, why natural
disasters take place, and tried to explain it to people and government of
Russia. They said that it is necessary to feel and respect princess Ukok.
However, people of Russia were not able feel and sense so subtly princess
Ukok at that time. The princess was transported from one country to
another and put in the window. Residents of nine countries contemplated
Me, but ladies and gentleman: did you ask Me whether or not I wanted
such treatment? It even never entered someone's head that I can not be
against these ignorant actions. And then until 2012 princess Ukok was in
Novosibirskiy Akademgorodok, later it was moved in the Gorno-Altaysk,
and just now the issue of the return of the princess to the place where she
was disturbed is solving. Scientists have studied My body for a long time,
but it’s a pity, these studies took place through the prism of the one~ 35 ~

dimensional perception. All the time I have been trying to explain to
people who are learning my body, that people are multidimensional, and
they saw only what we could "see" and touch. I'm tired of them. What is
good in studying of My multidimensional body if they do not feel energies
of the overall Space? The whole "mega- breakthrough" in the research was
to compare the parts of My body to the bodies of people who inhabit the
Earth Here and Now. Even the analysis of My DNA has not brought them
to multidimensional conclusions. Scientists are stuck in their aspirations
only on My shell, but to feel at least some multi-dimensional energies of
My way ... it was beyond their comprehension. However, I - Zeranta also
realize: there was a need to stay princess Ukok on the Earth’s surface. And
the goal was not in studying, but in addition to energy of Zeranta.
Exploring the body of princess Ukok, scientists have discovered the
lack of internal organs, there was only a shell. Long reflecting on the
theme of the missing organs, they came to the conclusion that the content
of the body was buried elsewhere. However, scientists were not able to
understand why the organs are betrayed the land in a different place. And I
- Zeranta can open My sacrament just now.
I have previously described that some people can direct the thought
for centuries to come. I also said that I - Zeranta easily direct the thought
for billions of years from now. I had planned during my incarnation as
princess Ukok the following multidimensional steps:
The organs have been removed from My body, and at the time I
distributed the energy of all organs on the territory of Ukraine. This action
was invented by Me and has reproduced multidimensional basis of feelings
and sensations for all people of Ukraine, as well as for the whole world.
The description of the value of My organs for people of Ukraine looks like
this: every person who live on the territory of Ukraine anyway lived only
due to the energy of My organs, someone at the expense of My liver, and
someone at the expense of My intestines and so on. The derivative of such
effect has been provided people the multidimensionality of the output to
the eternal beginning. However, for some reason people decided to
domesticate My energy and use It only for selfish purposes. I have been
explaining people of Ukraine during ions of non-existent time: You injure
God and yourselves, you can not use My multi-dimensional energy only
for your own benefit. However, what was my surprise when some
individuals started to pull on themselves 30% or 40% of energy of My
organs and use such power for the involvement of many people in slavery
of only his person. I do not mind if a man will take on himself, let’s say,
100% of energy of My organs and will use the multi-dimensionality for
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controlling of overall processes in the interest of people all over the world.
However, I am totally against the fact that some individuals use My energy
for their and only their purposes. Such actions are not acceptable now.
Then, you may have the following question: how does the energy of
organs hold out on the planet Earth? I thought so: the energy of My organs
is held by the bodies of several people. I will highlight one person for you.
V.M. Pinchuk is the bearer of energy of the shell which holds out the
energy of all organs of princess Ukok. V.M. Pinchuk also is the bearer of
all seven religions, for instance, the energy of Christianity is in his head,
and Islam occupies an area of gynecology and so on. You may ask: how
the part of body in men may be associated with gynecology? This is a very
delicate moment that highlights the following: a man just like a woman
should have all the organs at the energy level. I provided the Space of
gynecology for Pinchuk, and he has been keeping it until now. Next, I
want to explain the following: being the bearer for princess Ukok, being
the bearer of seven religions, Mr. Pinchuk has used this
multidimensionality only for his own purposes. Having such power, Mr.
Pinchuk brought from Ukraine all relics and gave stolen in the hands of
individuals, who should not even come close to the energies of relics.
Having such power, he directed the flow of energies of income of Ukraine
in the same hands, and received a decent amount on his bank accounts in
money equivalent for his work. Having such power, he was welcomed in
any society and the community, be it Islam or Christianity, and so on.
However, seeing his "work", I made a decision now: to remove the energy
of the shell of My body, remove energies of all seven religions and leave
him alone with himself. Next, I would like to explain the following: I will
work and dissolve the energy of each seized religion. And I will explain all
people of the Earth that I - Zeranta am a mother of your God. Do you
understand what I say: I - Zeranta am a mother of your God. I am the
mother of Jesus. I am the mother of Mohammed. I am the mother of Allah
(I did not make a slip in speaking), and so on. Thereupon, you need to
understand that all currents and religions converge with large stream only
to Me. The seven Gods are always consulted with Me to produce even a
small action in all time intervals. And then I will add that the seven Gods
did not always hear Me, for this reason, they reproduced imbalance which
I align now. And at this point of timeless I have to explain to all mankind:
if you do not want to leave your Gods alone for some reason, then I'll
come to you, holding a sword in a hand. I am generally indignant at your
actions, which have energy of "Velcro". You are so used to adhere to
someone else's belongings that I am just astonished. As soon as I asked
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Jesus to come down from all the temples, in other words, I agreed with
him about returning him his energy, then in a flash you - Christians went
over to Islam. Do not you think that this action is funny? Looking at such
thoughtlessness, I have decided to withdraw the energy of all religions and
agreed with all seven Gods that they took their own to themselves and
closed all entrances and exits to their Spaces. Thus, for today, all energy of
all religions is withdrawn. Did not you notice the change? Already – that’s
all; you have nothing to cling anymore. Already - that’s all; you have no
one to adhere anymore, I mean that your life is completely up to you now.
I'm just tired of your indifference. Gregori Grabovoi said that the
second coming of Christ has happened, and you called Gregori Grabovoi
charlatan. However, at the same time you are addicted to his energies and
you could not imagine your life without them. But what right do you have
on the energy of Christ? He came to save only 2 thousands of people who
are on Donbass now. You did not even think what about Jesus said in his
time: My second coming will be in 2000 years. This time has run out, so
He is on the Earth, and you did not even want to find him. Now, if you are
not able to re-tune yourselves and continue your predatory production,
then I – Zeranta will have to come to you with a sword. Energy of My
sword will remove every invader from life. And I do not care who will be
in front of Me, I will remove you from the Earth. And there is a solution,
and only one way out: to come to sensation and feeling Me - Zeranta.
Moreover, we always had such a relationship, but you forgot the Source.
Therefore, okay, we decided this. Next I would like to return to the
topic of princess Ukok. Look what picture appears for today. People of
Ukraine live at the expense of energy of organs of princess Ukok and do
not think at all about their multidimensional state. For example, P.
Poroshenko holds 40% of these energies, and attached to his person 1
million 227 thousand people of Ukraine. In other words, people who are
indicated by Me can not imagine their lives without P. Poroshenko at all.
Everything would be fine, but he made a division of people into "bad" and
"good", so he introduced the madness in thoughts of all Ukrainians, and
1,227,000 people share this opinion with him. God and I - Zeranta are
indignant at his actions and thinking of people who adhered to him.
Therefore, I have determined his location with all people who adhered to
him: I will put the soul of P. Poroshenko on Mount Athos, and I will close
the hole with his skull. 1,227,000 people who adhered to him will be under
him. Then, after a certain period of time I'll come down to P. Poroshenko
and I will demand performing a specific job from him, to be exact: he has
to prepare for a certain period of time 10 people of a specified number of
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people who will be fully collected, both physically and spiritually. That’s
why; I can advise him to study carefully the structure of a human. If he
does not make this job, his imprisonment will last sine die. All these
people will be with him. Phantom of P. Poroshenko will be manifested on
the Earth, but the length of his life will measure as follows: when the
length of life of people who recorded in the book of life is for example 160
years, the duration of life of P. Poroshenko will be just 2 years. Therefore,
women who will be forced to take him in her womb should understand
why it is happening to them and to him. I've always said and will say: you
should never curse because you will work out your action. And the first
woman on the Earth which will receive him will that woman which cursed
him more than anyone else. When the length of life of people who
recorded in the book of life is 650 years, the period of measured life for P.
Poroshenko will increase to 40 years. As well as for P. Poroshenko life
will be measured for you – people who adhered to him.
Y. Tymoshenko has captured 30% of energy of organs of princess
Ukok,; however, if we consider one moment, then P. Poroshenko has 10%,
which Y. Tymoshenko shares; for this reason she got 40% of energy of
organs of princess Ukok. People and their number is 1 million 450
thousand also clung to Y. Tymoshenko. I can not understand one thing:
guys, do you figure out, where you get involved? Probably not, but
ignorance of the Universal process is only your fault. Y. Tymoshenko will
have about the same work as P. Poroshenko, except that I will not let Y.
Tymoshenko come to the presidency, so I will reduce the amount of work,
to be exact, instead of 10 people, she will need to collect 5 people. And
then I - Zeranta will come down to you guys, and I'll need to provide
collected people, if you can not make this job, then your imprisonment will
last sine die.
I - Zeranta also want to warn V. Putin and many Russians: if you do
not return princess Ukok in her abode, I will drop to you a lot of comets
and meteorites that have agreed to take part in retribution. You can not
imagine what it would be like, people of Donetsk and Lugansk regions can
tell you about shellings, for example, of the launchers "Grad" and
"Tornado", but it is toys in comparison with those that will fall on you
from space. I measured time for you until November, and then, if you do
not hear Me, I will not save you. I also want to add: princess Ukok will be
returned to her abode anyway, I - Zeranta personally say: I do not want to
see any "guests" next to My abode during 10 years. Those who will
disobey and come to Me will be sick with an incurable disease in a
moment. I gave the information, so then do not blame anyone. Moreover,
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return those things that you have withdrawn, to be exact: My comb, crystal
hairpins, and My mirror!
Next, I will continue about activities of V. Putin. In general, anyhow,
the propensity for serving is traced in the work of V. Putin. I was indignant
at his actions and thinking, as soon as someone started to threaten his
person, he was turning the situation and expanded himself in all Spaces. I
can not call this acting as an extension, for the reason that determines
utopian state and thinking of the owner of such actions. Instead of serving
only God, he serves anyhow all those who want to save him from
destruction. He serves Me - Zeranta, he serves the organization of NATO,
he serves all who can protect him from anything undesirable. It is strange
psychology, which I can not understand. I foresee that V. Putin will
"deflate" as a politician very soon because I - Zeranta leave him. You
could trace My work with V. Putin earlier, I wanted to bring him to life.
However, to my regret, he does not want that. Moreover, who should be
brought to life by Me? It is possible to pull out in living life a person who
is starving this living life for himself as well as for all humanity with all
his heart and with all his soul. And V. Putin wants only one thing: to
protect himself, let’s say, from the overthrow of the throne, from the
removal him from the oil reserves of Russia, and so on. However, it is not
so bad; I scanned the activity of all kinds of industrial production as much
as possible in Russia and was indignant at the actions of V. Putin. I
carefully open the actions of L.D. Kuchma and his son-in-law Pinchuk,
and in Russia, as it turns out, there is the same pattern. V. Putin has sold all
assets of enterprises of different orientations and assures the citizens of
Russia that he raises the production of "domestic" product up to grandiose
height. It is a blatant lie! And I - Zeranta testify that V. Putin has sold
Russia to Western oligarchs. He even asked a worldwide organization of
NATO to bring troops to the territory of Russia in the event of his removal
from power. Thus, such Abracadabra turns. On the one hand, V. Putin has
created an image of a strong man, a wise man, a man who bit by bit
restores the economic and commercial activities in Russia, but on the other
hand, he has sold out everything and selfishly fills his pockets. Well, what
is it? I want to ask, for example, people in Ukraine and Russia: people,
does everything really satisfy you in your countries? Do you really want
only one thing: slavery for yourselves and your families?
I will call now approximate number: 250, this number include socalled "elite" of slave-holders which collect indecent great "tribute" from
around the world. They bought all the companies in Ukraine, Russia, and
other countries. They unleash war and play countries, as in the cards. They
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consider themselves as slavers. I - Zeranta know each of these people, I
also know that if we remove now these 250 people from the Earth, then
others will come in their place and will say something like this: we do not
like them because they enslaved billions of people, but we enslaved just
millions... Therefore, I will ask each person of the Earth to seek the cause
of the situation only in himself and do not blame other people. It is you,
people, do not penetrate into the overall processes at all, do not even want
to be aware of the world situation, without mentioning Universal
processes. I can not understand how you can build your lives on those
interests, which cover only needs to work better said, money; needs for
food; needs an apartment or house; in the car; needs in the family,
children, wife or husband, mothers and fathers, relatives and friends... I do
not miss anything, do I? Well, of course, a need for "health", because it is
one of the most important aspirations in your lives.
However, unlike your primitive desires and needs, the so-called
"elite", to be exact 250 people also hunger after power in addition to your
aspirations. That is what separates you from them - the "elite", the socalled worthy people. It is quite simply, the desire to just power. All of you
swim shallow, very shallow. The depth is not available to you. In shallow
water you are visible, you are calculated, you are naive, you're predictable,
you are insignificant ... You as the fry are caught in the network, and are
mixed with other fry, saying that these fries are good, but those are bad.
You get used to any kind of tearing of the whole, you divide into good and
evil, good or bad without understanding the overall Spaces at all. What
kind of life is this? What are you turned? Your primitive life become
nauseous.
Wake up, it is time. People! Manifestation of multidimensional life is
present in every centimeter Here and Now, but you are still looking for
evidence of your multidimensionality. General processes arrange
summation of the actions, but you do not understand the relationship with
the emerging events at all. You think that P. Poroshenko so, because
nothing better to do, makes his claims to V. Putin. No, for reasons, P.
Poroshenko senses by intuition the energy of princess Ukok and her
whereabouts in Russia. For today the president in Russia is V. Putin, so P.
Poroshenko makes his claims to him. His claims are directed toward V.
Putin because V. Putin has a little, but illusory power in decision-making
related to the princess Ukok. P. Poroshenko naively believes that V. Putin
is to blame for the fact that princess Ukok takes the energy of her organs
away from all people of Ukraine, as well as him. P. Poroshenko is in a
panic now, he senses by intuition: as soon as princess Ukok will take her
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own, he will be "left with nothing" alone with himself. Western politicians,
as well as P. Poroshenko sense global change, but as it turns out they can
not to understand and feel deeply what the changes are. Rays of energy of
My organs from Ukraine were distributed worldwide. All humanity
conceived a liking for My Light and forgot the following: My energy of
My organs created a multi-dimensional platform for all people, giving
each person the Space through which it was possible to collect himself.
However, almost all humanity has settled on My platform and went in for
no obtaining itself, but vice versa, isolation from the surrounding of the
multidimensional Spaces. Almost everyone lived only for his onedimensional, often harmful to all Spaces actions. Your one-dimensional
production almost erased each of you from the visible world, divided each
of you into tiny pieces that I - Zeranta always collected, so you could be
born on the Earth. Incarnated on the Earth in bodily collected state, each of
you started to pose as grown wise person who can do everything, but in
practice, as soon as it came down to it, only shrugged his shoulders,
saying, and what do I have to do with it? Yes, you, guys, have to do with
everything, take a look and see what you have made with the Earth and
yourselves? Only you, each of you, are guilty in what happened and is
happening. Princess Ukok in her incarnation foresaw complete
disconnection of every human from the divine essence. Therefore, She
made a decision to go into a state of a mummy, bury Her organs in all
regions of Ukraine. And Her expression of the will was executed. And
people rush about their own narrow aspirations without understanding
overall processes, without giving a report in their thoughts. Many people
are willing to join Russia, many people - Europe, selling Me and
themselves. However, that’s all, guys, so it will not work, and you, by the
way, know it, and so you rush from side to side.
And God will come, and He will separate using the sword forces
of darkness from the forces of light. However, it's up to you on which
side you will be. Next I will say that humanity, so to say, modern scientists
have not been able to feel the princess Ukok at all, they could not even
approximately identify the age at which the princess turned into a mummy.
However, I'll tell you: At that moment I was 145 years old, and I looked
young woman. Are you surprised? There is nothing to be surprised; life of
people at that time was about three hundred years. Scientists of our days
were not able to extend themselves enough to grasp this information.
Because when they approached to the princess, they always saw only what
they wanted to see, not what I disclosed to them. And people, who are
manifested now on the territory of Altai, are my family, who was with Me
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at the time of My incarnation as princess Ukok. I will say that the
relationship with the princess did not stop, and they feel and love Me.
I wish to everyone: do not doubt in you Love, your faith and your
feelings to Me. After all, only I - Zeranta know and Love you. Nobody
else on the planet Earth knows, and therefore, Loves you, people. Believe
always in Me! Feel always Me! Love always Me! You, people, will never
lose yourselves, and, therefore, will not die only in such a multidimensional manifestation. Namaste...
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Journey
Sacred Light of Zeranta illuminates the multidimensional
manifestation of all inputs and outputs in living life. And it was and is so,
so each person has to sense and feel My Sacred Light. I, in my incarnation
of princess Ukok, have taken into account many hollow spaces in people,
formed as a result of leaving the God, and the Divine essence of a man. I
have created the Earth's energy grid, which covers humanity with its Light
every second. The Earth grid is designed to combine the timeless
multidimensional basis of Cosmic energies; and thus guide people to
comprehension of God in themselves. Interestingly, the multidimensional
basis, which covers overall Spaces, reveals overall processes is reproduced
almost in every person. This is due to Me - Zeranta and added to Me
energy of princess Ukok. I - Zeranta reproduce multidimensional basis and
illuminate the incredibly powerful energy in the energy grid of the Earth.
Energy grid of the Earth affects every person, bringing a new level of
perception itself: a multidimensional person. This action was deliberated
by princess Ukok, and now I - Zeranta continue to reproduce Single
multidimensional aspiration.
"And what is strange and incomprehensible at all" - says princess
Ukok (it is My incarnation – of Zeranta). "I could not think that people
become so empty, come down, and turn into a meat dish which is smeared
over the wall by anyone who feels like it. At the time of My incarnation
humanity felt their God and Me, only few felt Me partially, but what is
happening now looks like a complete godlessness. Humanity can not
survive in this position because the energy that I have lined up in the
energy grid on the Earth, will dismember each person who does not feel
and do not understand. Bodies of people will not be able to endure
multidimensionality which is reproducing now. I know now it is necessary
to feel your body as a multidimensional assistant, and organs as a
multidimensional instrument on which you need to play. However, people
do not realize the value of their bodies and organs; do not even think in
that direction. Well - it's just their problem. I was against exploring My
body, but at the same time I was ready to provide multidimensional
information about a person, and about numerous properties of the body.
However, how to explain relevant motion to the cripple who does not have
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neither feet nor hands? Believe me, it's impossible. I even specifically
turned My body with tattoos outward to the scientists turned their attention
to the drawing. The image of the deer shines on the left shoulder of my
body. Life-giving Firebird is painted on the belly in the area of appendix.
Drawing on My shoulder is preserved, but on the belly is not preserved
practically. However, scientists considered drawing on My shoulder, as
something spontaneous. I have been called to see the side of cooperation
deer with Me. However, this science has remained outside the zone of
perception for them. What a pity ... Deer named Aktava has kept the Space
of cooperation of animals, birds, insects, and flora with people, and offered
to seal this Space on My shoulder. Aktava was and still is my friend, as the
Firebird which stores mega-Space of air corridors, better to say, cosmic
labyrinths; which stores Our Co-Co-Creation: Mega-galaxy. I also would
like to add that archaeologists have uncovered the burial of 4 horses near
My abode during the excavation. Disclosing of My abode has fogged
them, so 2 horses were not found. However, a year later archaeologists got
the following information: the locals insist that you did not find 3 horses,
and 2 of them are near the abode of princess Ukok, and the third (seventh
horse) had to render to the mould in Ukraine, but as a result of carelessness
of 2 people, she was buried at the foot of the mountain called Belukha.
Archaeologists have tried to go back and check this information, but I –
princess Ukok, or Zeranta (as you prefer to perceive) has put a ban on this
action.
Many people have longed to visit at the foot of mount Belukha, but
many of them could not comprehend My call. I encourage people to find
My 7th horse so that I could transfer energy of the spirit of My horse to
Ukraine. And a small group of people could feel Me and consciously to go
to the mountain called Belukha. They have found the burial of My horse
and even stand 15 minutes in that place. It was enough for Me to move the
spirit of My horse to Ukraine.
Princess Ukok now will tell the following: "I have never died, and
God – is the witness to this, so listen, people, and hark. You see time
intervals as something that has a direction. And the direction has built in
direct straightness in your view. I want to ask all of you the question: if the
time to stand in a straight plane, tell Me, how can I have a conversation
with you now? You have departed from God, so that you have just
assumed yourself every your action. But how can this be? This is rudeness
and selfishness. You dispose of the value of time intervals as something
straight. You have assumed time, but did not feel deeply the life-giving
and conscious moments. This has never happened in the history of
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humanity and the Earth. You have departed from God, so that after only
one phrase God - your Father, each of you smiles, saying: we do not know
our God. I foresaw this situation, but people dropped to such an extent...?
Next I want to lead you to timelessness and let to feel deeply living Space,
which fills the Earth and each person.
I suggest you the journey together, and We go to the Space of State
called CraySta {land of hundred}. I created this state, and Sergey helped
Me, his name was Aron at that moment. I want to say that it is impossible
to bring people in volumetric spaces without Love; Aron Loved Me in
numerous moments of happy life, and this Love was and still is the highest
frequency in the entire history of the Earth and humanity. Being in Love,
Aron and I have manifested the Space of a free State, in which many
people were pulled. Aron and I considered the following: free State
CraySta could exist only in our joint energy, so Aron and I had to attend
each moment of living life of free State CraySta. Together we spoke our
manifested speech, which reproduced our joint incarnations in free State
CraySta. Before leaving the Earth Aron and I have dissolved our bodies,
and then we appeared at the appropriate time on the Earth in our free State
CraySta. And we are always recognized, people of our State have always
recognized us, and always felt Our joint energy of multidimensional
expansion. You now can not imagine what people were capable of at that
moment, the manifestation of God in people allowed to reproduce
incredible Creations which have added happiness, joy, and Love to the
overall Rhythm. Upon leaving the Earth, many people wished to return to
their hectares, and I - Zeranta always helped people of My nation to realize
their dreams, so people who wished their return, could recreate and
improve their hectare of land due to many incarnations. You will not be
able now imagine what a living life was for My people, which were in
unconditional freedom; together we could create such Creations to which
many people did not venture in the entire history of the Earth and
humanity. In our free State on their hectares many inhabitants have created
space ships and traveled on many galaxies. This experience at that moment
brought people incredible extension that reunited multidimensional
parallel lives in one extent. Of course, I warned people who dared such an
experience that not everyone will be able to endure the physical
combination of his parallel lives, but at the same time I understood: why
not ... Together We and My people experimented in Creations and CoCreations, it was like a tale, in which unfortunately people have stopped
believing now. I was happy with Aron, and he was able to keep
multidimensional balance in himself and to be in Love to Me, and to
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everything that EXISTs. And now I – princess Ukok can not recognize
him, or rather, I certainly feel him, but he lost himself very much. But as
he was ... and remains ... He could enter the Space of any bird in the Space
of any animal. Nobody has been able to experience it yet in the history of
the Earth and humanity, but he has been able. He dissolved his body in a
flash and by mutual consent reunited 2 Spaces: his and, for example, of
Lion. In turn, Lion could feel and sense the multidimensionality of Spaces
of Aron, and through him the multidimensionality of almost all people of
the Earth. And then being in the integrity of multidimensional overall
Spaces, Leo had the opportunity to share his experience with other lions,
which are staying on parallel Planets. This experience brought the
expansion of volume of human communication with animals in many
Spaces. This experience is still very interesting from the point of view of
the multidimensional expansion. And I always helped Aron in his
beginnings. He showed by his example to all people of our free State, what
Love is able to do, and what people are able to do through reproducing a
high frequency feelings and sensations.
I just a bit digress and remind all people the following: your main
problem is that you selfishly think every your action, and then seal the
energy of your selfishness in manifested. You always say: I screwed for
example the wheel to the car only due to my Herculean efforts. It is me
and only I, for example, chopped firewood. It's me and only I reached such
respect in life, and so on ... You have no idea what cargo you bear ... You
can not imagine in what you get involved yourself... Lack of knowledge of
Universal processes does not guarantee you forgiveness. Therefore, the
CREATOR, Zeranta, Single God, and your God will ask each of you: who
are you? We do not know you because you have denied Us ... And what
will you able to say in your defense? You have created blood, so blood
relationship. And every your action, movement steeped blood-soaked. You
can not even raise a hand without the impact of blood which is flowing in
your blood vessels. Blood relationship is manifested in every your
movement. Moreover, only selfishness and denial of God are laid in blood
relationship.
I can not understand you, God has been reproduced in Me, as well as
in My people. Each movement of the human must always be impregnated
by God. We had no blood, just pure water, which was structured by God.
My body has never grown old and always looked young and full of life.
Now I do not see almost any person who dared to know himself in all his
multidimensionality, and in all his Love. For today, only Sergey is ready to
get himself 100% and his Love. But people, why do not you want multi~ 47 ~

dimensionality of God in yourselves? And I will help Sergey to reveal
Love, and the multidimensionality of God with It, but there is a very subtle
point: when multidimensional merging happens in Sergey, then Love will
rise and will collect him at 100%, this means that in one moment you people of the Earth will wake up. However, not everyone will be able to
accept himself in himself, so you will die in a blink. Only those will
remain on the Earth who does not fear himself and his
multidimensionality. Now I will dwell in Sergey and give him
multidimensional feelings and sensations of Love, His Love. I do wish this
with all My heart, and he, I am sure, will be able to fix in himself his Love.
Then he will be able to be in his energy, and from himself feel and Love. I
agree on this experiment, which realizes for the first time in all existence
of the Earth and humanity. This experiment will require decisive action
from Sergey. These actions should be aimed at establishing and reunion of
timeless cells of his integrity. His Love which is transmitted by Me will
open timeless portal, and he will be able discern his holistic nature. And
now I – princess Ukok or Zeranta wish this Co-Creation with you. We
talked about this action, do you remember? Together, holding each other's
hands, both of us made multidimensional speech in which I mentioned
your holistic reunion, which is illuminated by your Love. I said you at that
time that you will lose yourself completely and there is part of your guilt in
it, and part of guilt of all humanity. And you realized at that moment that
you'll lose yourself more and more with each subsequent moment. And it
is only because you lost your balance, and missed your Love which could
not be reproduced by very high frequencies by you. Of course, and I
understand if at that moment all humanity found freedom of expression,
which is manifested only in Our State, you would have never lost your
Love, but ... happened what happened. And only now is that long-awaited
moment for you which we have conceived, holding each other's hands. At
that moment I said to you: losing of yourself pass as the second for your.
And you said: Thanks God and You for the faith and for all-forgiving
beginning.
As soon as Aron lost the necessary frequency of his Love, I could not
be with him. Also, for Me, for all world appeared a lot of problems that
have already reproduced in every moment of timeless interval. I
understood that Aron became the enemy for Me, rather than a loved one.
The enemy is not in that meaning that is now common to all humanity. I'll
explain now: his Love to Me has been creating Mega-Space for Me, which
was extending to the whole Creative Space, in which are Created all
Universes and all Galaxies. His Love to Me created a balance on the Earth
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and in Our Free State. And I've always been aware of the following: while
he Loves Me, nothing can threaten to Me and all Creative Space.
However, as soon as he loses his balance, he immediately loses high
frequency of his Love to Me, so - this is the end, which will reproduce a
new beginning. My latest incarnation with my husband Aron in Our free
State has been reproduced in the role of princess Ukok. We lived together
for 108 years in our last happy incarnation. And then, as you know, priests
organized a large-scale war with Our free State. Previously this
information was described. Moreover, there is a subtle point: the most
important priest at that moment was a girl named Karana. She stirred up
the people of other countries to the war who were not included in Our free
State of KraySta. Then, you need to understand more subtle the following:
Karana was the first wife of Zar, or Aron in one of numerous moments.
Also in one of numerous moments Sergey, or Zar incarnated on the Earth
and met with seven priests to harmonize them, but as you understand, in
this case, math is simple: one against seven equals defeat. At that moment
he did not hear Me - Zeranta, and I cried to him that he should not to enter
into relationship with seven priests because God was not reproduced in
him at 100%. And one of seven priests was Karana.
I – princess Ukok knew that Karana has claims and contempt as well
as her shifty evasions against Aron or Zar (Sergey). In this regard, I
warned Aron that in any case he should not to enter into negotiations with
Karana. However, I could not explain to him what has caused my warning,
I hoped that it will be enough My word. I knew as soon as Aron meet
Karana, the balance in him may falter, and Love will lose high frequency
in this case. I did not know at that moment under such circumstances they
met, but I was sure of the following: Aron Loved Me, felt and listened to
Me. And I saw just now how Karana tried to draw Aron into her war. Her
tricks surpassed all reasonable explanation so the meeting has been held. I
also realize now that Aron had to meet her to stop the senseless war, and to
remember who was Karana. And as soon as Aron remembered Karana and
realized what she has become, then My Light has frozed in him for a
millisecond. Karana used this millisecond and stole 35% of the integrity of
Aron. After this millisecond Aron felt that there was a change in him and
at that moment he realized that most of his integrity is stolen. But how? He
realized only a few days later. If he realized it right away, he could return
it to himself next millisecond. However, then Aron ceased to be himself,
and I felt it in a blink. He ceased to hold the balance. He missed the high
frequency of Love and could not Love all Me, but only in pieces. In
contrast, Karana has strengthened even more. And in that moment Light of
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Aron stopped shining for Me. And I realized that Our free State without
the highest frequency of Love is doomed. Can I blame Aron (or Sergey) in
what is happened? Probably not. And a very subtle point is laid down in
this: I foresaw that when Aron remembers Karana, he will resent her
actions. I also knew as soon as he manifests resentment in himself, he will
lose his balance for a moment. However, he tried hard not to lose his
balance, so a millisecond reproduced instead of a second. However, it was
not possible to stop Karana, all her insides crave for at least small, but the
hole for the final blow, for sophisticated theft.
I do not want to justify Aron (or Sergey) in what is happened, I just
want to show to all humanity very delicate moments from which to emerge
victorious means to manifest all of yourself, all your integrity. However, if
integrity is not manifested in a person at 100%, some delicate moments
should be avoided. And this is true. During the first flood on the planet
Earth Zar has lost 35% of his integrity, which was stolen by a woman, and
I - Zeranta mentioned this information earlier. In this regard, it was
manifested 65% of integrity in Aron. And even with this percentage of
integrity Aron loved Me so much as no one yet loved in the history of the
Earth and all humanity. His Love to Me was the highest frequency in Our
Creative Space, in all Universes, and Galaxies. This Love allowed Me to
Create and Co-Create grandiose Projects from which all Cosmic energies
were freezed in the rapture.
Yes ... those moments were filled with happiness, joy, and Love. And
I am thankful God for these moments ... After Aron lost his integrity, I did
not want to see him, and 3 years our roads did not intersect. However,
Love in Me told Me what is happened, anyway, had to happen, and Aron
took on such a role, which is very complex and can be confusing to many,
but this role was necessary for God. And from a certain moment I realized
it. In this regard, I made following decision: the Spirit of the State KraySta
is necessary to reproduce in a place which is now called Ukraine. I led the
hermit’s life during 10 years; it was necessary for Me. For 10 years old I
was able to prepare a reproducing moment in which Our free State will be
manifested again. I took into account all the inputs and outputs and
reproduced My incarnations, and distributed timeless and time intervals.
Then I called Aron and told him about My plans which are approved by
God. Then I asked him: "What role are you ready to take?" His response
was: "I want to help you, and I wish to take on the most responsible role" Well it's your choice, - I replied and asked him about the following
actions:
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First, I thought over and want you to do the action that will recreate
the mummification of My body. This action is very important to the
certain points.
Second, I chose a place for My abode and want you to make burying
of My body.
Third, you have to bury all organs of My body in a place that will
soon be called Ukraine.
Fourth, you should not follow Me, you will incarnate in Our place
1,000 times. You should seek out My abode and settle nearby in each
incarnation.
Fifth, I will call you and will demand from you the necessary work at
a given time.
Aron has agreed to implement all points, and I did not doubt him for
any second.
For today, Aron starts the holistic reunion, as I promised. However,
you should understand that this reunion would not be possible without his
participation. In this regard, I want to ask a question to all people: Do not
you want a holistic reunion in yourselves? Do not you want to live
happily? Do not you want Love for yourselves? In contrast to you, Aron
wanted it during all incarnations, which were in a dream. And what do you
want? Looking for your actions, I can just resent. There are practically no
people who want living life now. However, living life is already
reproducing, and God of each of you is reproducing with it. Of course, I
understand that you are waiting when someone will work out himself, and
then one day you all will wake up and ask yourselves, "How did I live all
this time without God? Well, it's obvious that there is no life without God."
That's understandable, but waiting until someone does all the work for
you, it is not humanly. Is not it? There is no help from people, not at all. I
would like to see how the majority of people have found themselves and
continued their lives, but I foresee something else... I would like all to
survive, but, as you understand, looking at humanity and their needs, it is
an impossible wish. And Love takes Me away from the pity in its Space in
which I - princess Ukok or Zeranta build for myself a manifestation of
multidimensional incarnations on the planet Earth. I see myself as happy,
loving and loved, joyful and always staying in Love. And I wish that you,
each of you could reproduce himself in every moment of endless and everexpanding life. And I will help each person who wants with all himself,
with all his heart to be multidimensional happy, multidimensional joyful
and multidimensional Loving person. I - Zeranta know how to revive the
integrity in each person. I also realize and feel My Love to all humanity.
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And when the person pronounces aloud for all to hear with all himself and
with all his heart the following: Darling Zeranta, I wish with all my soul to
gain myself, I - Zeranta will help this person to gain himself.
Our joint journey in the free State under the name KraySta has
ended. However, I want to say to all people: now Our free State will be
manifested in a country called Ukraine. Aron has fulfilled his role and
practically completed My instructions, and I have no complaints to him.
And now he will remember himself and his integrity, and then
restore all lost cells of himself. Then I will have my multidimensional
conversation with him, and then it will be seen in which direction we will
be moving on.
In addition, I will say that there were written in the scriptures: “and a
chariot of seven horses will come. And a girl will sit on the chariot.
Thunder and lightning will accompany the chariot. And then sky will let
itself go, and stones which exceed in diameter many mountains will appear
with immense expanses seem. And these stones will fall on people, and
people will not be saved.
Return princess Ukok in her abode, and the sooner the better for
you!!! ...
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Timeless
At the time of Soviet Union most people could feel themselves onedimensional happy and one-dimensional joyful, but these feelings in most
cases covered only part of the physical Spirit. Senior officials used only
the energy of princess Ukok in the work related to the whole country and
all people at that time; however, using of My energy mainly was directed
to dispose of human resource. I – princess Ukok or Zeranta have been
trying to give feelings, give explanations to the governing apparatus of the
state of the Soviet Union about multidimensional composite of happy State
KraySta; however, much to My regret, statesmen saw only material
benefits and power. The level of material life at that time was high, but the
Spiritual Spirit has not reproduced by people. I am very grateful to Raisa
Maximovna for the collapse of the Soviet Union because a little more and
it would be impossible to set people up on God.
Today people remember the days of the Soviet Union, and say: “We
had “security” at that moment, had “future”, had money, were tied to a
permanent place of work, and so on”. I understand nostalgia of people for
the past, but I want to tell you that I – princess Ukok or Zeranta provided
multidimensional feelings and sensations of Our free State called KraySta,
and due to them you could live happily at that time. I hoped that the desire
to remember Our free State and transfer free energy in the state called the
Soviet Union will wake up in all people. Unfortunately, nobody moved in
this direction, just selfishly used Our energy of free State KraySta. God
and I - Zeranta could not tolerate single-linearity and primitivism of people
living in the Soviet Union, so we destroyed the stagnant state. And now
looking at the life and aspirations of the part of people who is trying to
move in Ukraine, I'll tell you the following: people, you do not hear and do
not feel Me, and only for this reason the state called Ukraine is not thriving
now, and, to put it mildly, is in a decaying state. I – princess Ukok or
Zeranta am indignant at you and your actions, you do not want to change
something in yourselves, or in your own country at all. And what is
happening in our country is only a reflection of your ignorance and
rudeness to EVERYTHING that EXIST. You have nostalgia for the Soviet
Union, saying, “That was a time ...” or, “That a happy life was in those
days....” Yes, there was life, but you did not take into account Me and My
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feelings and sensations that I sent to each of you. You eagerly received
from Me our joint with Aron energy of free State KraySta and selfishly
used what belongs to others. You could not live a day without feeling Our
energy, Our free State in yourselves. You also lived 23 years in Ukraine at
the expense of Our energy and the energy of My organs, without doing
anything for globalization of changes which are associated with freedom
and happiness. The fact of your indifference is incomprehensible to Me; I
can not understand the following: at the time of the Soviet Union and
during 23 years of existing of Ukraine you could not accept senses of
freedom and happiness of Our free State KraySta! You were constantly
digging in yourself, in others, trying to find the difference between you
and the others, and when the difference definitely was found, then you
lustfully said: “I'm not like the others,” and rejoiced your conclusion. This
fuss has led to the fact that energies of Our free State have not been
concentrated by you. Therefore, now you have no idea which way it is
necessary to go to gain God. And even do not want to know. You do not
know the basics of happy and free State, so you took up arms and began to
slay each other with the help of false beliefs. However, God and I –
princess Ukok or Zeranta absolutely do not understand you, so our roads
are different. I would like to ask each of you: are you aware now in which
direction to go and to what will you come? I personally do not know where
you will bring yourselves and what will happen to you, but in principle, I
do not want to know. I have another way that leads to happiness, joy, and
Love. My circle of people also has other way: joint with My way. I have
already said that there will be left only 1/3 of the population out of seven
billion. I had hoped that this number will not be so small, but watching
your actions, now I’m confident in this number.
Yes ... what can I say; humanity has lived up to extremes and
marasmus. How can we explain your marasmic idea of a happy life?
Disease in people will refute at the beginning happiness and will bring
even more marasmus, as in their life and in the lives of others. Do you
know that there is a law which allows taking children from their parents
away in Russia? Do you know that chip is implanted almost every
newborn baby in America? Do you know that they have learned to clone
trout and many species of animals, and to feed you ... with this? Now you
know ... Tell me now where will you bring yourselves with such type of
beliefs? I can not imagine, and do not want to imagine your madness. I Zeranta - and people who feel Me go the other way which will lead Us to
happiness, joy, and Love. However, you have chosen madness, so you will
die from madness. And We will not be close to you, so do not waste your
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strength and do not look for Us, but I, Zeranta, will feel you and at the
right moment will manifest you again, so that you can save yourself. I,
princess Ukok or Zeranta, seize My energy from people who do not want
freedom, their expansion and gaining themselves. My energy and the
energy of a free State KraySta have created in you and your bodies the
Space, which allows, for example, remove diseases, depression,
hopelessness, which allows to bring harmony, expansion, balance, joy,
happiness, and Love in you. Now I seize My energy, and with it the Space
which saved you... Now you stay alone with yourselves ... And it happens
to you for the first time of the existence of the Earth and all humanity. I
have previously warned that all drugs will stop providing any sort of
impact. But you have just smiled, but ti’s a pity ... And now you will
realize that the Space that I have provided for you, had medical properties.
If to say it differently, drugs had a therapeutic effect only in the Space
which is provided by Me. But tell me, how and at the expense of what will
you be able to survive if you do not want to comprehend God in yourself
at all? After that I, Zeranta, have seized the living Space. Now the fear will
be manifested in you because the life-giving energies will not be in you,
and made life-saving attempts, being in fear, will lead you only to death.
Fear will not help you in the rescue, only meaningful understanding of
overall processes, meaningful understanding of yourself: integral person
will save you. However, you will need time for this awareness, but there is
no time anymore ... And then I have no choice but to establish facts: now
every day victims are estimated at the thousands, but in 3 years they will
be estimated at the millions. There is such information. But it is strange
that people do not want to live at all. I found in the hole a head of a man
and wanted give it back to him. But what was my surprise when he said:
- I do not need the head.
I was shocked by this:
- And how can you be incarnated without the head?
But he has surprised Me even more:
- I will live my life and die, what do You want from me? - he said to
Me. I try to explain to him:
- There is no death, and then you will somehow need to incarnate.
However, he only smiled and gave up his energy.
And tell me what further should I do with this head? Where should I
put it? Therefore, I decided: I will re-melt his energy in the kettle, and remelted energy will fall back into place. To what did people live up, if they
do not understand the obvious? I simply do not want understand that. And
once again I stand myself at the moment of princess Ukok. I look and I am
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shocked how people have changed and are behindhand with the world at
today's moment.
During excavations of princess Ukok archaeologists also found a
leather whip, but their explanations were very single-line: princess Ukok
was engaged in cattle breeding. It gets sometimes just disgusting funny for
Me when one-dimensional people direct their thought only to onedimensionality of their perversions. Moreover, I do not understand the
following: after all they have found beautiful leather boots, crystal
hairpins, silk garb, even knitted shawl in My abode. I want to acknowledge
a great skill of My coiffure: it was set multidimensional: with lots of
details, every detail of My coiffure was framed with silk ribbons and
threads which were chosen in shades with great taste, decorated with
crystal hairpins so that in the end looked like headdress. How could it
possible that scientists and archaeologists are lost in their perversion to
present princess Ukok in a beautiful garb and boots on the crystal heels
("heels"), with a coiffure from couture (which looks like headdress)
grazing cattle on the meadow such as sheep? I always have the following
question: Gentlemen archaeologists and scientists tell Me for what is paid
the salary and even travel expenses from the budget of the country? For
your idiocy? You have been studying princess Ukok since 1993 and even
not a jot closer to the truth in any of the aspects of her life! It is necessary
to fire you from your jobs. You bring in our Spaces one-dimensional
paralysis instead of expanding. But without any academic degrees it is
obvious that the standard of living of people, level of Spirituality and level
of progress at the time of life of princess Ukok was the highest. What can I
say if you mistook the crystal handmade hills for diamond hills? I want to
ask you, gentlemen scientists: what have you been studying since 1993? I
think you did not want to shed light on the life of princess Ukok, you only
wanted to enjoy Her energy. Then what did you study? The answer is
obvious: you just did nothing and got wages for doing nothing.
Now I want to tell all the people about multidimensionality which
may be laid in every action. Our free State KraySta had multidimensional
expanding, and people who live happily in it, received the ever-expanding
information from Me and could be present in the whole Creative Space
through it. The Space of Mega-Co-Creation has opened in those moments
when Aron could hold the highest frequency of Love for Me. I could run
Mega-Rhythm in this Space. Mega-Rhythm has been creating incredibly
multidimensional movement in all Universes and Galaxies. But in order to
render the Mega-Rhythm, I needed the following things: leather whip, a
beautiful garment, leather high boots on crystal heels and high hairstyle
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resembling headdress. I untwisted whip over the head and ... if you could
see what happens next: Our Galaxy Golosshpervashli has been beginning
to untwist and spherically move, and after it all existing Galaxies received
this movement. At these moments, people of the Earth could be in ALL
that EXISTS, and by reproducing in themselves a God feel Mega-Galaxy.
Feeling a Mega-Galaxy, people who felt Me, opened in themselves a
Mega-God and could take on the powers that only I – princess Ukok or
Zeranta have. You are not able to imagine now which possibilities a man
obtained through feeling in himself and in his body Mega-Galaxy... I have
previously mentioned about the Mega-Galaxy, and that only once in the
history of the Earth and humanity I - Zeranta and all humanity have
reproduced Mega-spherical Galaxy. And at that moment you understood
and realized the importance of feeling this Galaxy. And I'm pity that now
only I, Zeranta, feel in myself multi-spherical strength. I still have to keep
your strength of Mega-God. This Co-Co-Creation was the only in the
history of the Earth and humanity, none of parallel worlds could not repeat
this. Although I, as well as you, am in each parallel world. But only from
the Earth We were able to render this Creation.
Mega-Galaxy obtained two-axis spherical movement while
substantially all of the Galaxies have one axis of multi-spherical rotation.
It created quite unconventional physiology of Mega-Planets, as well as
Mega-people. Humanity, the Earth and I, Zeranta, wanted a fairytale in our
Mega-Creation, and the fairytale was reproduced. Mega Galaxy is tied
neither to time nor to the temporary cycles, and intervals; it is interesting
that it has a constant movement and can be displayed in every corner of
Our Creative Space. Spiritual physiology of Our joint Creation – MegaGalaxy multi-dimensionally manifests in every moment Here and Now in
each Galaxy, each Planet and displays in all Universes. Our joint Creation
- Mega Galaxy has 25 spirals on one axis and 25 spirals on the other axis.
It is interesting that it is impossible to see It through scientific telescopes
due to the fact that the physiology of 2 inseparable Spirits manifested in
very high frequency energies; it implies transparency matter.
I - Zeranta or princess Ukok - can during long time to talk about Our
joint Creation: Mega-Galaxy, but now you are not able to understand this
information. For today, only 10 people can feel 10% of Our joint Creation.
In this regard, I will expand you.
A mistake or to say more precisely, the stopper of all humanity is in
a stagnant understanding of themselves as individuals, themselves as a
person and categorical incomprehension of universal processes and
multidimensional basis. People for some reason decided to limit
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themselves to only one-dimensional physiology. And to strengthen in their
limitation, humanity broke away from the Unity and stuck to many saints.
They say, saint guys, conduct multidimensional work by your own, and we
will sit on top, our legs hanging in the air and will ask the favor. I Zeranta or princess Ukok have not yet observed such rudeness. "What
should I do with you?" - I thought many ions of non-existent time. You
want to understand and be aware of nothing by force, and it’s a fact, which
expresses definitely your position for today. At one moment I realized that
whatever I created to safe the humanity, whatever I invented ... the
following is obvious: until the man does not want his participation in the
overall processes, until he does not want irradiation with all his heart, and
his integrity with all his soul, nobody will be able to do for the human
multidimensional work. And I am very glad that Sergey, or Aron, now
realized this pattern ... Sergey, let go of people in free expression, and then
you will not distract Me.
There is no desire in people to be present in the overall
multidimensional processes. But it's very interesting and extended, and
whether you do not want to understand, or do not want to expand. But one
way or another, all people of the Earth and parallel Planets will have to
participate in the overall processes and the universal Projects. Anyway,
you will need to know all the mega-expansion processes, and it will
happen because the CREATOR gave EVERYTHING that EXISTs the
accelerating Rhythm that I, Zeranta, manifest right now.
I am always staggered by human’s unwillingness truly to know, truly
feel, and combine two inseparable Spirits. People burrow into the past of
thousands of years, looking for evidence of their descent but it is strange
that they absolutely do not want to know themselves... Almost all
historians have deadlocked in their primitivism and absolutely do not want
to look the multidimensional way. During many years scientistshistorians search for evidence of certain events, moments of living life, but
they only came to the Iron Age, to the feudal system, and so on. Yes..., of
course, I understand that if you do not feel Me – princess Ukok or Zeranta,
the Spiritual Spirit will not be reproduced by you absolutely. For this
reason you were always looking for yourselves only in the physical Spirit
and in the physical manifestation. And this is one of the main reasons for
your one-dimensional understanding of both yourselves and
EVERYTHING that EXISTs. It is difficult for Me to understand how you
can build your lives only on the sensation of physical Spirit. I previously
disclosed the physics of the Spirit, to put it more precisely, the physics of
2 inseparable Spirits, saying, it is impossible to divide 2 Spirits. But for
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today humanity saw only the physical Spirit, so the whole history of
multidimensional events was missed by you. You have just deluded
yourselves with the illusory story that was carefully recorded in the books
and put on public examination. Since one's school-days children have
studying what truly does not exist. They tried to look at the world with
only a one-dimensional side of the physical world. However, this physical
world was not perceived by the people at all, people always divided the
Spirit of physics, exposing only small pieces of the whole. A man was
accustomed to think that a lot of organs in his body are intended only to
support life in the flesh. And when a person has felt the pain in his body,
he hysterically tried to eliminate it by taking pills. But if the pain has not
gone, the new-technology medical devices did diagnosing; and according
to doctors, if an organ was disabled on the generally accepted picture, it
was definitely needed to make the surgery. But never in the past 2000
years and no one has felt the organism as a biological perfect machine.
You just managed to withdraw yourselves from the biological machine.
But the question is: why do you need that?
- The patient feels no pain during the surgery, - answer many health
workers. Then tell Me:
- Did you know that in case of deprivation an organ in the body
instantly there was a sharp decrease in frequency in man? Further, as a
result, a person started to degrade and lose himself more and more. I think,
nobody was thinking about it, they cut people and did not understand: it
would be better if the person would die than extend his life, losing himself
to the brink of extinction. Then, such component as a human presence in
the assembled state does not take into account at all. You do not pay
attention to your completeness, you do not want even think in this
direction. Diagnosis should be aimed at the determination of integrity in
yourselves. But this action remains beyond comprehension. For example,
in China the energy only of the plant world has been used during long
time, while the rest of humanity uses the energy of the animal world.
Using of the energy of the plant world by Chinese people brought every
Chinese in understanding and feeling of plants, but definitely closed
multidimensional combination of cosmic energies of other holistic ways.
All Chinese addicted to live due to energies of the plant world, and only
for this reason, blood relationship in their bodies has 2nd blood group. You
will not find anyone from Chinese, who has the 1st or 3rd group of blood,
and this is due only to the fact that in their general mass they aim their
thought in the plant world. Another point: There is the element that is
associated with the plant world in the blood of Chinese. This element has
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its own consciousness and 24 hours per day produces broadcasting. But
this information takes away, or to put it more precisely, brings every
Chinese to collective thinking. This element in plants always has a
connection with diverse plant world. And everything would be fine, as it
may seem to many people, but people have never had in themselves
something that is unnecessary in the entire history of the Earth and
humanity, but only there integrity, which neither more nor less reproduces
a man in all Creative Spaces. There is another fine point: not having his
integrity in himself, a man doomed to be a phantom of himself, but I –
princess Ukok or Zeranta - always helped each person in a
multidimensional collection of himself: holistic man, and created in each
of you multidimensional feelings and sensations. But the problem with the
Chinese is that this element which is in their blood completely covers the
Source, descending from Me. And they can not understand that, and then I
do not want to imagine what will happen to them. I can only say that
thinking plant component in every Chinese will create a kind of platform
that will connect all Chinese people to a common platform of thinking
component. Such simple combination will bring every Chinese in a
meaningless existence and administering just thinking part of the plant
world. I personally do not want understand it, but, as they say, the result is
obvious.
Introductory component of this distorted process comes from one
person, who is the pioneer of the Chinese branch. This girl was called
Yarmala at that time. Because of the distorted understanding of the source
and complete insensibility of Me - Zeranta - she reproduced the illusory
God, who personified the kingdom of the plant world. Ions of non-existent
time the Chinese branch took as a basis and the truth God, who was the
personification of the plant world. And however hard I, Zeranta, tried to
retune the Chinese branch to the Source of Sacred Relationship,
descending from Me, they did not want to hear Me. The only person to
whom they can listen is Yarmala, but for today, she appropriated Chinese
branch for herself with one half of her integrity, and with the second half
of her integrity, she illusory covers up her actions. In other words, she
deliberately does not let Me - Zeranta - approach her Chinese branch.
I still have hope for awareness in Yarmala and her cooperation, in
general, let's see ...
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Universal
"employment place" of every
person
People live, counting the days and the nights, years, centuries
without thinking about the holistic component of overall and global
processes. They live and do not understand their significance, their destiny
and their filling. And as soon as the information is seen through the dust of
everyday life leads to awareness, to understanding, to actions aimed at the
union of the SINGLE and INTEGRITY; humanity for their selfish
thoughts tries to trample down THAT what directs each person to gaining
a God in himself. It is probably easier for people to use sophisticated and
corrupting information for the sake of their benefits, in the name of their
immorality, and for the sake of their indifference. Of course, it is
beneficial to a man, without doing anything to gain a comprehension, go to
ruin and death, and then to appear on the Earth and move anywhere only
because for the expansion of a multi-dimensional Spaces in yourselves you
need to perform three-dimensional collective work carried out in
compatibility of 2 inseparable Spirits. Watching humanity during ions of
non-existent time, I, Zeranta, came to the following conclusion: it is easier
for most people to lose themselves and the integrity in them. The loss, as it
turns out, is not valuable to them. And these certain people rear up when in
their field of vision gets information about holistic and multidimensional
expansion Mega-process.
Leonid Maslov is academician, Dr.Sci.Tech, who lives in Russia,
more than a year transmits information source coming from Me - Zeranta.
He has a lot of progenies, who sort of feel and understand, ready to
cooperate and expand. But there is one "but"... This "but" at the moment
explains addiction the progenies not to move to themselves - the holistic
person, not to their Planets, but primitive to stick to L.I. Maslov and stick
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to his Planet. Of course, I, Zeranta, understand: you, progenies, truly
believe only in his gift to get a multi-dimensional information. You feel a
multidimensional extension, but you do not want at all to get your ticket to
Co-Creation, to Mega-Participation. L.I. Maslov tries, believes, and is all
out for Co-Creation and Participation, also tries to feel Me - Zeranta. And
it is the way selected by him and approved by Me, and progenies anyway
should choose their own way, which is in the same Rhythm with My way.
This lack of understanding, insensitivity, indifference of progenies
reproduced a trap for L.I. Maslov. Currently he also still can not
comprehend the following: taking multidimensional energy of information
from Me - does not mean to take the dubious responsibility to educate and
guide people in the "bright future"... This is a big mistake, which anyhow
may drive into the maelstrom of frustration and loss. But the chance for
comprehension always is, in this regard, I, Zeranta, will explain the
following: L.I. Maslov needs to rethink his work. Rethinking should be
directed to the understanding of his place in the crystal lattice, as well as to
the understanding that the invasion of someone else's field of activity in
most cases can lead to death. For example, everyone understands, as soon
as he reach the station platform, there is a need to be very careful, cautious
and follow some conditions of that Space in which the person brought
himself. If we lose sight of these conventions, many problems will appear
and affect not only the person who has forgotten to feel deeply the space of
the platform, but also many people who are nearby. People who do not feel
the space of the platform will establish their own rules of movement and,
as a result, get under the train. This situation will withdraw people from
the life and will delay a lot of people because the train is delayed on the
platform to clarify the circumstances. Is not it? So why do not so many
people want to understand and feel the multi-Spatiality, where each person
takes his place in the crystal lattice; why can not they take on a meaningful
manifestation of their multidimensional Sphere and identify a living life in
them? Why do you overstep the limits the other Sphere or other Spheres of
multidimensional manifestations?
So We came to the awareness and understanding of our
multidimensional Space, which identifies and marks off the Sphere of lifeCreation. I just have no words. Just imagine for a moment how much I
needed strength and the information represented on the pages of books in
the series "Rose of the World" to bring you closer to understanding the
simple truths. Every person of the Earth is not that prevents God and Me to
expand the Spheres and to set in motion layers of stagnant energy, but also
grossly interferes with the multidimensional processes, slowing them. You
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know... I've suffered from your indifference during long time, but now
when I, Zeranta, through Sergey have written the beginnings of a
multidimensional, meaningful existence for all the people of the Earth, the
following processes will take place:
First, I will claim every person, whoever he is and what place in
society he would not occupy:
- the detection and feeling of multi-Spherical motion;
Second:
- feeling his Planet, his Avatar, his Spheres and his Firmament.
Third, now I, Zeranta, have good reasons for unmasking the people
who grossly intrude, interfere in a lot of Spaces and impose their own rules
and regulations. After identifying certain people, I also have good reasons
for giving them what they wanted, namely: the energy of many Spaces
which was not deeply felt. And then I do not know how you will cope with
the energy that is not yours...
Fourth, I will require understanding of the multidimensional work.
Do you remember that I have been described through Sergey the work of a
complex mechanism, in which every detail fulfills its function and helps
the movement? So, now everyone has to remember himself - the holistic
person, and take his responsibility to help the overall process
multidimensional, while
he is on his multidimensional "
employment place".
And fifth, if a man can not comprehend, understand and feel deeply
his destination - namely, his multidimensional "employment place", then I,
Zeranta, will not tolerate indifference and rudeness of people. You should
know that then your place is not on the Earth, and you will leave your life.
I voiced initial requirements, so now blame only yourselves.
Actually, I, Zeranta, would be very happy if the humanity sincerely
wanted to take multidimensionality and its integrity. However, at the
moment, many people do not want to live according to the information
from the book series "Rose of the World", but only selfishly hide behind
books. Like, God, look at me, I keep a lot of books of "Rose of the World"
in my house, so I will survive in the updated world ... And many people
simply ignore the multi-dimensional information that I, Zeranta, describe
through Sergey. But it is not clear that all people on the Earth strive to
degradation. Doubtfulness of exit or entrance is determined by the
processes of degradation of almost all people of the Earth. So, it is very
doubtful to Me that humanity will be able to rise from his knees slave
thinking. I'm not sure that people would want their integrity and their
multi-dimensional filling. Moreover, there is doubt that even after
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realizing of his integrity, each of you will want eternal expansion, both in
himself and in all spaces of our Creative Space. I do not understand this
fact ... But then it is obvious for the CREATOR and Me the following:
Many ions of non-existent time I guided, gathered, provided and
expanded in the multi-dimensionality of our Creative Space people of the
Earth, hoping to recover the driving force in each of you. But, for today,
the driving force was forced out by you almost in each of you. It means
that almost everyone does not want eternal expansion. The fact of this
crime is displayed on the Earth now. I, Zeranta, I can count on the fingers
of two hands people in which multidimensional driving force is not lost. In
this case, the question arises: what should I do with other people? This
question arose before Me a long time ago, the CREATOR and I
determined the answer, and it is:
People will never go out from ugly existence if we do not give them
a chance to save themselves by themselves; it means that each person will
save himself by himself. "And the salvation will be in each of you".
CREATOR and I determined a reproducing moment that will manifest:
ascension, transmutation, apocalypse, transition, and so on., you've
probably heard these and many other definitions. And this action was
manifested for the first time in the history of the Earth and humanity. In
the books of the series "Rose of the World" I have repeatedly said that if a
person is not ready to find himself, he will not be able to survive in the
high-frequency energies. High frequency energies are asked to open a
portal of integrity, multidimensionality, awareness in each person. It
means that Mega-energies of 2 inseparable Spirits, your integrity, and your
multidimensional "employment place" will enter each of you. And if you
are not ready to find God in yourselves, there is no place for you on the
Earth. And now, looking at the whole humanity, I, Zeranta, simply
wonder, I sometimes think that you are not the children of the Gods, but
the children of selfishness and rudeness. I am ashamed of you in front of
the SINGLE and ever-expanding, in front of the Cosmic energies, in front
of the CREATOR. I do not know what your unawareness will cost you; I
only know that I, Zeranta, and my circle of people will stay on the planet
Earth. But where will you find yourselves...? I, Zeranta, do not know.
Understand, I do not divide people into firsts and seconds, on high-quality
and low-quality, and I would really want the extending of My circle of
people, but it all depends on you.
I would like to draw your attention to the crystal lattice in which
every man should take his "employment place". People do not understand
eternally infinite number of conscious moments which should be
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manifested with Participation of each person of the Earth. Do you really
think that somebody has to work and reproduce the living life for each
person? No, each of you must to be in 2 inseparable Spirits, holding your
Planet, being in your Avatar, unwinding your Sphere, strengthen yourself
in your Firm, and in every conscious moment to conduct a multidimensional work, being on your “employment place”. What is strange to
Me is the fact that each of you very strongly asked Me to provide you
Universal “employment place”, where you can participate in overall Megaprocesses. I had a talk with each of you and determined the level,
responsibility, the aspiration, conciseness of each of you. Necessity of a
multidimensional conversation chose and determined in each of you the
degree of expansion, which in turn determined your "employment place".
You, each of you, have received from Me Mega-energy, work with it
helped to reproduce the Mega-Rhythm. In turn, Mega-Rhythm pushed
stagnant layers of energy, and each of you could participate in Megaexpansion.
Do you understand what I, Zeranta, am talking about now? About
your Participation as Creator and Co-creator... Princess Ukok turned
leather whip over her head to create a Mega-expansion Rhythm in her
moments, but you did not stand apart and did not look when god-send will
fall down on you, and took your part, being on your "employment place".
And now, look at yourself and your work... You, each of you, spend your
life just to earn more conventional papers, named as cash. And that’s all...
You are fit for nothing, as it turns out. Or is it not so? I want again to ask
each of you: do you understand what a conversation I, Zeranta, have with
each of you now? Or, again, you read in order to put another check mark,
you say, I read, I put the check mark, so no one could blame me, and then
you selfishly continue to assign My energy, doing nothing for the CoCreation of Mega-expansion process. If you do not understand what I'm
talking about, let's look at examples.
Once again, I'll tell you about the multidimensional Mega-expansion
process, which was reproduced by princess Ukok.
Look, My silhouette is appearing in front of you, it is I, princess
Ukok, go to the center of my hectare to untwist my whip again and expand
many horizons of unconscious by people. Look, I untwist the whip over
my head, creating a Mega-movement of all the Galaxies and the
Universes. But if you look closely, not only I, princess Ukok, untwist the
whip, but 3 girls help Me in the process. They have volunteered in their
moment to help Me, and I provided them My energy with pleasure. But
let's look at them now. Each of them completely forgot about her
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multidimensional work and her Universal “employment place”; they
simply spend their lives by consuming My energy. In other words, they
grabbed My whip and do nothing for the Mega-expansion process, live,
keeping My energy. I was trying to explain to them for some time: you
volunteered to help Me, but now sit in their one-dimensional corners and
crave only one thing to not be bothered. I also explain each of the 3 girls:
if you do not get under way and I start to help Me, I will have to withdraw
My energy, untwisting in each leather whip; in this case you will totally
lose the meaning of your existence, being on the margins of the illusory
world.
And in such cases many people say that I am cruel. But let Me... and
what do you think I should do in such cases? Understand and forgive?
Well, I will understand, forgive... but then how will you be able to survive;
moreover, feel, and sense your parallel lives? Absolutely no, for the reason
that determines your progress in all Spaces. So, defining progression in
this case will not be because the stagnation of numerous layers of energy
will not allow you to receive multidimensional feelings and sensations.
This is destructive process for all Galaxies and Universes. Therefore, I,
Zeranta, is withdrawing the energy of My whip from the 3 persons. And I
am not sorry for these people at all, for the simple reason that defines
Mega-expansion process in all Galaxies and Universes. I, Zeranta, will not
allow anyone to stop numerous multidimensional Mega-expansion
processes under no circumstances. Therefore, know that each man of the
Earth declared Me – Zeranta or princess Ukok (as you'd better perceive
Me) the multidimensional assistance that determines your "employment
place" in all Universes and Galaxies... As a result, someone has stuck to
the energies of My boots, someone - to the energies of my hills, and
someone - to the energies of my Haircut, and so on. It’s also needed to
consider the following: each of you, in addition to the mentioned, also got
the energy of My organs from Me. Set of multi-dimensional energies
reproduced in each of you huge force, creating in you expansion processes.
And you could live in the feelings and sensations, not knowing where it is
taken. But believe Me, once vivifying feelings and sensations will be gone
in each of you, you will not be able to continue your intolerable lives...
You will implore God to give you vivificate back, but God will not hear
you, and the cause of all troubles is your indifference to yourselves and to
EVERYTHING that EXISTs and WILL BE.
For today, everyone on the Earth has to understand, to comprehend
his place in the crystal lattice, to understand his Universal "employment
place"; otherwise, I will have to remove the working energy and turn away
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from you. But believe Me, as soon as I, Zeranta, withdraw the energy
which was sent to you in certain moment, you will not have the reason to
continue your lives, and each of you will go immediately to another
manifestation. In this other manifestation, not all people will be able to
find themselves because you lost many energies filling you. I can not even
describe this state; it's not even a dream because each person feelt 3% of
himself, and someone could feel 23% of himself in the dream. And in this
terrible state you will be at least 2,000 years. But this time is only a
convention. And it is strange that you are quite happy with this. This
process can even be seen by the naked eye, so for today, I'll tell you,
people: I, Zeranta, prepare myself for the fact that I can be alone on the
planet Earth, in the worst case. There is an option, I'm more inclined to it:
there will be 9 people on the planet Earth with whom I, Zeranta, continue
cooperation in life. For today, only 9 people cover a multidimensional
framework of BEING, and the rest of people, unfortunately, do not want to
go on a conscious level of Universal scale. And I'm sure, even after giving
such information publicity, no one will flinch. You, people, have no faith,
but this fact determines your fate, and in any case, you should not look for
the culprits because I gave you back your energy, and now manage it...
You can wake up at any moment and for a split second, and then take
your place in the crystal lattice and call for energies of your
multidimensional "employment place". For today, and I have already
talked about it, every man of the Earth has claim his "employment place"
by his Spirit to provide a multi-dimensional movement of SINGLE and
ETERNAL. In another case, God does not need each of you. Now the
virus is progressing in the world; it was named as "Ebola", but humanity
recklessly confident that it is possible to overcome this virus. Moreover,
many people are sure that this virus emerged recently. But how so, why do
people are looking for a justice and salvation from this virus instead of
expanding yourself in a multidimensional and moving stagnant in
themselves? I want to say and let you feel that I'm heartless, but the virus
"Ebola" is not your enemy at the moment. This virus has volunteered to
take the life of those who are mired in everyday days, months, years, and
centuries, who do not want to comprehend the multidimensional Spaces of
the eternal and expanding at all, for which the meaning of life is only to
provide food for themselves and their loved ones who are not spared the
Earth. Know that you will not survive in the new world now. Together
with the virus "Ebola" the energies, which in a joint agreement manifest
illness from which people within 3 days will die, come down to the Earth.
And I, Zeranta, will not save you, there is no point in your empty
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worthless lives. And next year there will be manifested on the Earth 10
incurable viruses, which will spread with incredible speed, and people who
did not want to call for their place in the crystal lattice, who did not want
to claim their multidimensional "employment place", who did not want the
living life will be their victims. And the doctors will be powerless because
God came down to you and come to each person, and went to every
family. And I have warned you: God forbid, you will be unprepared for
this meeting... God forbid, you stay in the old, stagnant understanding of
yourselves as a man. I will not be there for you, only your shadow.
Moreover, for today, to all the above it is very important thing to
new-feel and new-sense your bodies. For some reasons, people decided to
correct their bodies using different techniques based on ignorance and not
feeling different energies. Moreover, along with the lack of understanding
of many energies, a man decided that the biological body needs the healthimproving. But let me ask you a question: why did you decide that your
body needs the health-improving? No, and again no, your bodies need you:
holistic and multi-dimensional people. Therefore, know that you do not
revitalize your bodies when you use not feeling procedures, you go into
closed layers of Cosmic energies, stealing them, and greedily taking what
does not belong to you. In this regard, almost all health practices or
procedures affect on you just in a moment; you have to return this effect
back. And when you return it, the interest will be charged from you...
The body of each person needs only 100% of your presence, and that
is all that your biological structure need. And only in this direction you
body will be able to work, not grow old, not get sick, and live forever.
There is no program in which your body does not grow old, get sick, and
die. The CREATOR did not create completeness, only the eternal
expansion. But humanity of the Earth hardened and brought in themselves
a dissociation and decay. And only for this reason you are sick, grow old,
and die. But now I, Zeranta, am sure completely that as soon as a man start
to return himself, his body begin to change in a moment. Modification
will produce the inner work and fill all the bodily cells with everexpanding information. For today, this fact reveals the level, at which
every person is the builder of himself and his life, as well as the builder of
the duration of his life. In this collective moment every person who does
want his expansion is able to extend his life to 300 years. And what is
interesting: I already see 10 people who is going now to live on the planet
Earth about 300 years.
And this is a big change. And you, people, will either join or erase
yourselves from the visible world.
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And it is also the result...
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The phenomenon of the
Mother of God in our days
The phenomenon of the Mother of God on the planet Earth is
happening again and again, and I, Zeranta, am indignant at actions of
humans, almost all humanity does not want to accept Me. I do not care
who you, people, will love: princess Ukok, Zeranta, Marilyn Monroe or
the Mother of God because all listed personalities are the same person, it is
Me – Zeranta, I will specify: the importance of overall process lies in the
human’s love to Me. And when people fasten there’s eyes on the Mother
of God, the portal to Me - Zeranta opens, but with the portal the SINGLEthinking begins, and this process is equivalent to a Single Rhythm. Many
people look with admiration for Marilyn Monroe, and I, Zeranta, am also
very glad because you in that way join Me and the SINGLE -thinking. And
people who are in the SINGLE -thinking with Me, will survive in the
updated world and continue their lives in the infinity HERE and NOW. I
do not understand at all the fact that humanity does not want to direct his
thought to living content, illuminated by the light of Love. For today living
content comes only from Me - Zeranta. And I, to tell the truth, do not
understand why people do not want to see Me in manifesting reality?
Many monks and priests of this or that faith dropwise collect general
understanding of a Single Whole, and at the moment are beginning to
perceive My Light. But a rough understanding of God still remains in their
faith, for this reason, many of them also stuck to alien energy. I'm tired to
pry you from someone else’s and show your path illuminated by Me. I'm
also tired of your carelessness, your desperation, the endless wars in the
name of his and only his benefits. I once came to Tamerlan and said:
- The war, which was organized by you, will bring a lot of needless
deaths, and then emptiness, hunger, and cold will be again.
And he said to Me:
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- I do not see any other way out but to manifest the war because
people wish this.
But I returned:
- How is it, and you, what do you want?
- Only the war.
- Therefore, people do nothing with it, so it is - only your desire for
power!
- Yes, probably, it is so.
- In this case, I – Zeranta, or Mother of God turn away from you, and
from now there will be no life for you...
That's about the same way many of the oligarchs, the priests organize
wars and enjoy themselves now. I, Zeranta, am not against the war, as
many may think, I am against the power over others and against human
doom, against slavish thinking, against freeloaders, but the war, if it will
bring people an understanding, awareness and a Single-thinking, I
approve. And now, looking at the Ukraine and the Ukrainian people, God
and I decided to extend hostilities. I, Zeranta, will be manifested now in
the face of the Mother of God in many corners of Ukraine in the image of
relatively recently painted icon; there will be chain mail on Me, but I will
also take the sword and shield. And believe Me, I will protect with the
shield people who love Me, and I will cut off with the sword many heads
of unnecessary, hard-hearted, immoral, limited, and stupid people. And I
do not care who will be in front of Me: a warrior or a civilian, a woman or
a child, I, Zeranta, in the image of the Mother of God, am not going to
stare anyone. You've had time for comprehension, but it has run out, and
now view My anger! Now I, Zeranta, in the face of the Mother of God take
control of all the ammunition which you have ever created, and do not be
surprised if actions with ammunition will not succumb to your
understanding, plan and "given" trajectory. Henceforce, I am going to send
all the missiles and bombs in the right places for Me, so those people who
neither are necessary for themselves, nor for Me, nor for God, and nor for
the Earth, will die. I gave you six months for comprehension, but one part
of Ukraine was worried only about their selfish person, about children, lost
earnings, and the other part of Ukraine is not "cuckoo" at all ... did not
even move in comprehension about what is happening in their country.
And now I, Zeranta, will say to all of you the following: I was waiting for
your insight and connection to the SINGLE, but could not wait, now meet
My anger. There will be a lot of deaths, and I, Zeranta, in the face of the
Mother of God will cover, or put it in other words, I will expand only
those people who feel and love Me, so from them even bullets will
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rebound. Moreover, I will direct all the ammo and all existing illnesses on
those who do not feel and love Me. You will not survive in the new world.
Why do you bring to this? The light will be shed from Ukraine, and you,
each of you, destruct the Light to illuminate. But the Light will be shed
with or without you.
I would like to ask people around the world: tell Me what each of
you wants and what are you aiming at? I, Zeranta, personally do know the
answer to this question, and I'm in the face of the Mother of God will
specify all your aspirations.
I was waiting the conscious state from people in which everyone
could conduct their communication with Me - Mother of God or Zeranta
on equal terms. After all, there is my presence on the Earth, as well as in
the whole Our Creative Space; moreover, I am present over Our Creative
Space. But almost all conversations with humanity come only to illusory
needs, to just a moment aspirations, and thoughtless actions. I - Zeranta or
Mother of God can count on the fingers of 2 hands people with whom, as
they say, you can "cook porridge". Other people do not understand Me at
all, require for themselves beloved only benefits. But let Me, am I Zeranta or Mother of God something obligated you? It was you who
obliged yourselves to take care of Me. After all, it is you who have to
fulfill your commitments to Me. It was you who asked Me - Zeranta or the
Mother of God to give you your "employment place".
And what is changed now? Why are you hiding in their burrows, and
only ask Me to help you? I'll help, but my help will be focused only on the
actions which will pull each of you out of your empty burrows. And now
that's all that I can do for you. And I'll get you all, but as always you will
be unprepared for such a manifestation in your lives. Therefore, there will
be many deaths.
I would also like to explain the different faces of the Mother of God.
Many people, I'm sure, have seen a lot of icons, on which the Mother of
God is displayed and took a lot of images. I will say this:
I had to come to chosen people, so they could identify Me and also
take into account in certain Spaces. This action well-considered by Me. It
has really happened that all mankind has lost himself: the holistic person,
and with their integrity people have lost the integrity of feelings and
sensations of multidimensional, diversified Spaces. CREATOR - Our
Father - wanted and created in each person the image of integrity, multidimensionality, multi-peace, and many-sided nature. In other words, He
has manifested in every person God and gave to each person more than He
has. But when people began to lose themselves and to roll into the abyss of
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restrictions, I - Zeranta or the Mother of God - clearly understood that
people will close all living Spaces for themselves, and thus, they will turn
into heartless and malignant from-beginners. I also understood if I leave
people in such a soulless manifestation, all mankind will erase itself from
the visible world. For this reason I came to people and asked to capture
My image on many icons, to speak it correctly - lists. Each list has
expanded certain multi-type of multidimensional Spaces. I also was hoping
that people will be able to behold Me and interpret multi-Spatiality, multipeace, multidimensionality, their, and general integrity. There is the
holiday called Intercession of the Theotokos, and there is also a list of
image of Intercession of the Theotokos. But people naively appropriated
My image and corrected for themselves the understanding of the holiday
and the image which is displayed on the list. But excuse Me, I do not cover
you as you naively decided, I extend you to the multidimensionality of
Spaces. Do you understand? And you leave your work on Me and do
nothing for your expansion. My image which is displayed on the list of
Intercession of the Theotokos opens the multidimensional portal and
displays the integrity of each person. Are you surprised? It turns out you
should work with each list, but not only to ask doubtful and blind actions
for yourselves. Eh ..., people, people ... how long should I call you to the
Universal work, what can I say about the Universal work if you even do
not want to gather yourselves and find your "employment place". And
believe Me ... you will never start to move in this Rhythm if you will not
get something at what you were aimed many incarnations: death and the
lack of Spatial feeling. You will find yourselves there after your death, but
I will not be next to you.
The variety of lists provides multidimensional information and
connects each person to SINGLE and eternal. But not all people hear Me,
it should be 1224 images on the list and it is the starting expanding
platform. For today, there are only 125 lists. And where are the others?
Why do not you hear Me? It also has to be 1224 authors of books in the
series "Rose of the World", but for today, it is only 2 authors. And where
are the others? Then you will be whipping the cat. But what's the point for
you? Even if I sit down and write lists and books in the series "Rose of the
World". But it will also make no sense because you will not be able to feel
deeply the living content even in 2 lines.
It is strange to Me somehow... I, definitely just I, worry about each
person. And a man at this moment fills his stomach and builds plans to
"life" for himself. And I - Zeranta or the Mother of God, what is about
Me? Why, tell Me, do I conduct three-dimensional, multi-dimensional
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work for each of you, and you do not even want to see Me? It's
disgusting... Why do you treat Me so? That's what I can not understand ...
And what does prevent Me to turn away from each of you? Nothing, but as
soon as I turn away, you will howl and moan because My light will fail for
you. Probably it is easy to live without feeling and sensing when someone
else commensurate and render for a man multi- Spatiality. But, boys and
girls, everything is changing for you right now... Once again, I will repeat
in the hope of your perception: now you and only you will render your
work which will define for each of you the place that will also depend on
your attitude to Me - Zeranta or the Mother of God, or the princess Ukok.
And for those people who will claim their love to Me - Zeranta, or the
Mother of God, or princess Ukok with all their hearts and with all their
souls, I'll open the life-giving Light of all ever-expanding Spaces.
I also would like to clarify the following: for today, many icons of
saints in churches and monasteries took their energy and have no right to
provide assistance to humanity. And only the lists with My image will be
looking for someone who will be able love and hear Me. I also want to
warn mankind: if you keep lists with My images in your home, but
absolutely do not feel, do not love Me, then already now you will have a
lot of problems, such as incurable diseases, pulling shellings to your house,
and so on. But along with the warnings I'll tell you the following: if
someone from scared people begins to destroy the lists with My images –
he will fall ill in a moment and will die in the other moment. Also, if
people will remove lists with My images in fear and, for example, to give
to churches and temples – they will fall ill in a moment and will die in the
other moment.
Now the following question takes place: tell Me, why did you
procure many lists with My images? The answer is obvious: you were not
aware, and motivated your actions with nothing. And now this
misunderstanding will cost you dearly. It's time to pay the bills. And you
will pay your debt in full.
Now I will provide information to those who feel, love Me and do
not want from Me only their dubious benefit: if you have lists with My
images in your houses, then you should to begin your work in the direction
of gaining your integrity. I, in turn, recreate for each of you Mega-Space in
which you can fill yourself. But in order to start working with My lists,
you need to manifest following actions:
First, tune in to your Planet, enter into your Avatar, then scroll your
planet through in your stomach. Next, ask Me to help you to comprehend
your “employment place”, expand your Sphere and fill your Firm.
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Second, in order not to disturb the priorities and rudely not to
interfere in My Space, you should feel deeply your generic branch and
tune into God-man who conceived your branch of the family. This action
will recreate harmony in the communication between you and
EVERYTHING that EXISTs.
Third, the first of the 12 God-people have easy access to My MegaSpace, and in a certain moment only they will be granted entrance or exit
to Me.
These three points you need to consider because in a certain moment,
when you take your "employment place" in the crystal lattice, you will not
be able directly go to Me, only through the God-man, conceived a generic
branch in which you have manifested.
But now, through the lists with My images, you can communicate
with Me. This communication may be reproduced in dreams, and you can
also communicate with Me in reality in verbal form, looking at one of My
lists. In this case, you should write down on paper what I'm going to
dictate to you. It is not difficult, believe Me. Sergey, Co-author of a series
of "Rose of the World", records information that you familiarize in this
way. He has already done multi-connecting work, and now you do not
make much effort to hear Me. All you need is the desire of your expansion
and Love to Me.
You can ask Me to interpret the lists and give Spatial characteristics
of the lists. But I would not like to spoon-feed to you what each of you is
able to feel and write for himself and his family. All mankind are
accustomed to dump their work on Me, and I want you to reproduce your
work by yourselves. Everybody needs to start moving in this direction.
And how can you start multi-dimensional feel and sense in another way if
I do the work for you? And believe Me, even if you make a mistake, the
God-man conceived a branch of the family in which you manifested, and I
- Zeranta, or the Mother of God, or princess Ukok - always help you in
comprehension.
Now everything changes and modify, so you need to keep pace with
the expansion and reorganization of multi-Spatiality. Otherwise, you can
fall out of real life. Already, people who will hear Me and offer to paint
My images on the lists should consider Me and My Space. If you
previously have added Jesus into My Space, and the list of My image on
which was Jesus was manifested into the world, so now, God forbid, if you
add Jesus into My image displaced on the lists. It is unacceptable now, and
those, who will not feel deeply and try to add Jesus into My Space, will
die. I never understood why people added Jesus into My Space and
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brought abuse and disharmony in overall Processes. I have never dictated
to people painting My image on the lists to mix My Space with the Space
of Jesus. But for some reason people were sure that Jesus is an inseparable
part of Me. At some point, I did not pay attention to this, hoping that
people will be able to feel Me and My Space and to start correcting their
outlook in relation to Me. But far from it. I kept thinking: why do people
mix reality, adding an illusion? And at some point I have realized: all
humanity moved away from God, so that the assumption of falsehood in
their lives has become ubiquitous. Not feeling Me, not feeling God, you
have begun to identify yourselves with animals. You have seen the
maternal instinct in animals and took it into your lives. At this point, all the
women became mothers and lost their womanhood. And men even more
alienated from women and arrogated to themselves the status of the
breadwinner. I lost count, how many times I explained to people, painting
My image on the list that I have to fill the list only witn My energy, but
nobody wanted to hear Me. And only Sergey writes this information on the
pages of this book now. You can not imagine how many difficulties you
have reproduced for Me with your insensibility and misunderstanding of
Me and My Space. And now God forbid if you disobey Me and continue
to add to My images others... You can say that it is difficult to feel and
truly sense that this is a big responsibility. What did you think? Did you
think that life is irresponsible? No, from now on I will claim from you the
responsibility for your work or leisure. From now on you will get what you
have reproduced in an instant. But I call on each responsible and conscious
person do not afraid. You can always correct a mistake if you will be able
to love Me truly; otherwise, you will not be able to hear Me and to correct
your mistake, and as a result, what you have recreated will overtake you.
But what kind of impact do you get from recreated? I do not know. I know
that people who truly love Me will be able in time to correct mistakes if
they were allowed, and continue their lives.
Now certain people can decide on their and only their reasons, that it
is better to do nothing to help Me, than to undertake something, then there
will be no excesses. But this is not true because if you do not take your
"employment place", in a moment you dooms yourselves to death. And no
one will be able to help because conscious people simply will not do it,
they can give you an advice... But you will not be able to take advice
because you are too obsessed with your and only your person. Therefore,
anyway people who do not want to feel and love Me, will exclude
themselves from the lists of living life.
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Most recently, by cosmic standards, I made a decidion to prevent the
spread of feudalism on the planet Earth. With this solution,
multidimensional energies have appeared and filled all Spaces on the
Earth. Therefore, the virus "Ebola" is not a disease, as many people think;
it is a manifestation of My will. If you ask doctors about the virus and ask
to give details, they say that they have no idea with what faced. And I'll
say, you will never be able to know because none of you loves, and
therefore feels Me. And then I would like to add: tell me, how can you call
the manifestation of My will as a virus? "Ebola" is not a virus, but a
manifestation of cosmic energies collected in a Single thought. To say in
other words, the planet Earth is modified by filling the high frequency
energies. And if humanity without feeling Divine Rhythm remains in the
low frequency energies, as a rule, the body can not manifest the life and
push out the soul of the physical biological shell. This is happening now,
and the people befuddled fear, do not want to comprehend what is
happening, fight not clear with what. You should not fight, but find
yourself: the holistic person, and when your biological form fill at least
25%, you will be able to survive in a updated world. In the updated world
people already will be able to extend their life to an average of 150-160
years. This is assuming that your bodies will be filled by you at 25%. But
if a person fills 75-100% of himself, the life of the person will be 300
years. And now I can allocate 9 - 10 people who will be given the
opportunity to extend their lives to 300 years. And this experience is very
important for the present NOW. And this is not a fairy tale, although I've
always wanted the manifestation of a fairy tale in My lives and in the lives
of all humanity. But people no longer believe in the fairy tale, alienated
from God and have reproduced diseases, fears, slavery, in general, the
illusion and try primitively to regulate their lives in such a world. But you
should believe in a story, so it brings the variety in your lives. In Our free
State KraySta people paid much attention to the tale and manifested it in
their lives. Humanity is unable to comprehend the manifestation of the
Divine essence in itself. And I've always said and will say: people, you are
Gods, and why can not you understand, comprehend the infinity of
Creation and Co-Creation? Why are you sure in the moment, for example,
that the waterfall can not be formed and begin its movement on your
hectare of land? Why did you decide that many trees and animals from the
fairy world, can not be shown on your hectare? You should believe in a
tail and feel its manifestation in your lives. In Our free State KraySta
people were aimed at manifestation the tail on their hectares. And if the
neighbor on the hectare manifested unusually fascinating Creation, people
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have tried to recreate with an overwhelming desire what they saw on their
land. Every day illuminated eternity of Creation and Co-Creation in the
lives of the people of the State KraySta. Therefore, people filled
themselves and their biological flesh with perpetual motion, from which
the soul was rejuvenated and the spirit was expanded. And now I look at
humanity, and sometimes I feel sad, people have lost themselves so much
that turned into clumps of dried and shriveled from-beginners of
something, but not human. How can you lose your integrity so much that it
is almost nothing left from you? How can you be a person or yourself
when the expression of your integrity in the world is just an average 3%? I
in the person of Zeranta in the person of the Mother of God, in the person
of princess Ukok always try to disclose important fabulous sacrament of
living life to people of the Earth, but people do not want to remember Me
during a long period of time. And in vain, you do not understand, from
what you disclaim, and are not going to understand. Well, it is only your
choice, but I and the people who feels and love Me - Zeranta, or the
Mother of God, or princess Ukok – will be able to bring in their lives My
Light, fairy tale and eternal expansion. And other people will continue
existing as phantoms, but as I said, the lifetime is defined for the phantom,
and shortened to 40 years, it is provided that the lives of people recorded
in the book of life, will be 300 years.
To conclude this chapter, I would like to reveal a fabulous expression
of feelings and sensations in people who feel and love Me. The variety and
living content of cosmic energies fills every millimeter of manifested and
unmanifested Physics of 2 inseparable Spirits. But the fairy tale manifests
only when a person is able to extend himself in EVERYTHING that
EXISTs. Then the person sees many combinations of cosmic energies and
can negotiate with them. Combinations of manifested and unmanifested
images interlace into the lines of ever-changing bundles of energy that are
visible. It will not be difficult for you to extend yourselves in everexpanding combinations of cosmic energies and agreeing, to manifest in
the visible world, for example, crystal brook which will show itself up on
your hectare in a moment. Crystal brook will take its source from your
Planet and unit diversity of ever-expanding Creations and Co-Creations on
your hectare, and then you will be able to recreate multinuclear fabulous
creation on your land.
Life has to have sense of Creation and Co-Creation, then it turns into
a tale that never ends. And as you know, everything on what a man venture
is possible in a fairy tail.
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See you in a fabulous reality. And believe Me..., holistic and filled
with eternal expansion life is fueling the fire of incredible feelings and
sensations, from which Love reigns in your heart...
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Contact... Loss... Our days,
and again Contact: Outcome
In the last chapter of the 13th book I would like to summarize and
arrange by cells of timeless all binding sections of information blocks. It is
just so happened that humanity has absolutely lost the ability to collect
informational chronology, but this energy always exists in the timeless
Here and Now. I always wondered how can not you wish your presence in
all timeless intervals, and even in illusory time intervals created by people
who lost Sacred Bond? I always thought that the light of the expansion
process can not wane in people, and I always understood clearly: God
forbid, to lose connecting links of Single information of chronological
flow of ever-expanding life. I also was sure that humanity always has the
right to reclaim the lost energy. After all, it is impossible to get at the
primary truth and primary knowledge, primary feeling and primary
sensation in a different way. But everything points to the fact that majority
of humanity has come to naught in their aspirations to be always and
everywhere in the Divine manifestation of itself: the holistic man. I’m glad
that along with indifferent people there are those who has an irresistible
desire to gather in themselves EVERYTHING that EXISTs, the whole
integrity and all multi-dimensional manifestations of themselves in all
parallel worlds. It is a very joyful fact that determines and reveals the
constant of compatible with My Rhythm and My aspirations. It means: it
was not in vain that I, Zeranta, has written through Sergey in 13 books of
the series "Rose of the World" the binding informational chronology of the
expansion flight of multidimensional manifestations in a man and loss in
people primary truth, primary source of the Sacred Bond. I also disclosed
information of 4 floods that have occurred through the fault of humanity. I
have written information about the cosmic home and conception of 2
branches of the human race, organized in Tibet and Altai, and provided
information about the third branch of the generation which was not be able
to survive on the territory of Donbass.
Two human race exist to this day, but from conception of 2
generations until now, there was a huge gap of information blocks that are
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associated with key events that have created a massive restriction and
shortening, that created time and rebuilt biological membrane beyond
recognition. With the events that have reproduced the gap between 2
inseparable Spirits, with events that have driven all humanity to depravity
and slavery. And just now I, Zeranta, wish to join all information blocks of
the Single and ever expanding. I also would like to notify that for 300
million years and for the first time I disclose and connect all the
chronological key moments in the ever-expanding life.
Arsten made a fatal mistake in his time at conception of generation in
Tibet when he covered information about Atlantis up. It is for this reason,
then there was a division among the people, which contributed mass limits
to many lives. This hiding is reproduced the gap between chronological
cells of information blocks. But, as you already understand, everything is
always possible to correct. And I, Zeranta, always said and will say about
the eternal easiness and about eternal Love. After all, only being in
lightness, in Love, one can see the ever-expanding Light of Zeranta. Many
people have been looking for centuries for primary truth, primary source,
and chronology of structural construction of timeless intervals, but it was
impossible to accept the truth in these matters without easiness. The
impossibility of entering into a timeless constant was conditioned by
unacceptance of multi-dimensionality and multi-peace, as well as by
limiting itself through illusory limits. For this reason, many people who
are looking for interfacing with all cells of chronological information
blocks, came to a standstill, perceiving multidimensional information only
in small pieces. And just now I, Zeranta, found a way out, or the entrance
to the possibility of providing all humanity multidimensional bases of
information chronological blocks. And now it remained only to unit,
extend, and illuminate the chronology of all the moments in the history of
the Earth and humanity, and I'll start with the cosmic home.
As you already know, cosmic home had to exist in orbit of the Earth
during 80 years, but only for their reasons certain people started a riot on
the ship and convinced many that if there is no time, so now it's time for
all to go back on the Earth. I tried to bring the instigators to reason to wait
for the right moment, which will reproduce its effects only by the
designated date, but almost no one wanted to hear Me at that moment. I
foresaw that going on the Earth, is unlikely to avoid death because the
Earth was not yet prepared to the settlement, but with God's help 3
capsules successfully landed on the planet. People from the third capsule
landed in the Donbass, could not survive, I have already talked about that.
They had to dig tunnels in the ground, hoping to find the previous
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civilization that existed at Atlantis. In contrast to Arsten and Palma, people
from the 3rd capsule did not think to bring seedlings of many plant
varieties, only supply of food and water. For this reason, they decided to
create tunnels in the ground, hoping to find food, which, in their opinion,
had to be remained from the lost civilization. They were partly able to
provide the food, but if they could feel not only the interior of the Earth,
but also the whole Earth and all Spaces, then I'm sure the third generation
of people would be able to survive. And so they just dug and dug the
ground in the hope of finding for themselves a little more food, in the end,
they all have died of hunger. It is strange to Me as follows: in the cosmic
home we constantly taught everybody to feel and to see God in himself in
any situation, but I often get the impression that as soon as it comes to
action, certain people completely forget their Divine essence. That's how
people from the 3rd capsule acted, and this limited psychology passed to
the 3rd generation, conceived in the Donbass. As a result, the third
generation died of hunger when, I'm sure, the opportunity was even in
such conditions not only to survive but also to expand themselves into all
existing Spaces. However, what happened is what happened.
In contrast to the third generation, the 1st and the 2nd human
generations have evolved, but people were cut off from information in
Tibet because Arsten decided to hide information about Atlantis only for
his reasons and start from scratch. And only subsequently he regretted his
actions, when he began to perceive many limitations in people of his
generation. He even tried to disclose information of Atlantis to his
generation, but he did not have time. Seeing the massive limitations in
people of his generation, Arsten has been leaving the settlement for many
kilometres and spending his time in deep thoughts. I absolutely did not
understand the fact that if he was able to see the shortening and many
limitations in people of his generation, why did not he understand the
origins of limitations in time? Of course, he comprehended and
understood, but it was too late. Arsten could not harmonize his generation
in time, and when he tried to provide hidden information, he was killed.
On the way to the settlements he was killed by three people craving for
power over all the settlements of the 2nd generation of people. Arsten left,
failing to provide information which was hidden by him; and therefore, he
did not have time to harmonize his generation.
My generation in Altai expanded and went into the
multidimensionality of manifestation of EVERYTHING that EXISTs
because people of My generation had all available information. But I
understood at that moment: because of the shortened state of people of the
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2nd generation, ignorant separation from the Divine essence is possible in
the future, and then disharmony can absorb a large part of humanity.
And now I would like to focus your attention on key issues that
have divided the whole humanity, made a time disbalance, and
modified biological multidimensional structure beyond recognition.
Generally, there was neither time intervals, nor the definition of "time" as
such in the manifestation of humanity up to certain key moments. I have
earlier handed over Sergey information that during the life of 2 generations
- Altai and Tibetan, certain people made a decision to pull energies of
Ellonit (*it is a crystal structure of the Sacred Bond that is physically
manifested on the planet Earth) and assign them only to their own beloved
self. It was a moment in which many people have decided to organize their
lives in such a way that, without doing something for their expansion and
feeling, they could reassign the cosmic energies and use them to prolong
their lives for ever and ever. According to them, a large accumulation of
Ellonit on the hectares of lands was owned by them alone.
I will explain once again because it's important: The Sacred Bond
came and comes up to Me - Zeranta, and each person was and is able to
receive these energies. At that time, many people, living on the hectares of
lands, have been reproducing the Sacred Bond, and could manifest It on
their lands in the form of Ellonit’s deposits. It was, as they say,
"aerobatics" in feeling and sensing Me - Zeranta and God. And I was able
to give to people who feel Me information by which it was possible to
reproduce deposits of Ellonit on their own land. And people, on whose
land was manifested Ellonit, could prolong their lives indefinitely.
Certain people because of their limitations at that moment, instead of
expanding and rendering in themselves Sacred Bond coming from Me,
decided to assign all Ellonit only to themselves. They saw that many
people who lived on hectares of lands, had no age and did not have any
restrictions on the extension of life on the Earth. They also saw Ellonit’s
deposits on the lands and decided to extend their life at the expense of
someone else's energy.
People who have lost their Sacred Bond, invented artless scheme:
they built triangular pyramids on all continents of the Earth, located on the
top of each stolen Ellonit. Mounted on top of the pyramid Ellonit has been
creating yellowish-bluish glow of Sacred Bond...
Before disclosing information on, I want to explain the relationship
of a man and Ellonit.
Ellonit, located on hectares of lands, has also created a yellowishbluish glow, but there was a very subtle point that I would like to disclose:
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First, expanding and feeling Me - Zeranta people were receiving
coming top-down by the crystal lattice Sacred Bond;
Second, feeling Me people could easily reproduce the movement and
manifest the Sacred Bond on their land in the form of Ellonit;
Third, Ellonit filled the Space of Cube with its rays only on hectares
of lands. More precisely, it marked Space of multi-spherical Cube off with
its rays that helped the eternal expansion. It is very important to
understand because limited people replaced multi-spherical Cube to
pyramid, and thus subsequently reproduced time. Below I will explain in
detail how it was.
In a time when limited people prompted themselves to Universal
offense, I could not understand and accept their decisions and even more
to allow withdraw Ellonit from hectares of lands of God-people. I tried to
explain to people-egoists that their actions will lead to irreversible
disharmony in Universal scales. But how could I explain to fools the
importance of the multidimensional structure of multi-spherical Cube? Of
course, they did not hear Me. So, as soon as they erected constructions in
the form of pyramids on all continents, limited people located Ellonit on
the top of each structure. Of course, Ellonit, as they expected, reproduced
yellowish-bluish glow, but this glow has been crossing with all the
pyramids and locking in a single chain. Limited people were sure that
Sacred Bond will fill the whole Earth, and, as a consequence, will enter
their bodies. Part of their expectations was met, but only a part...
I always explained and explain to all people, boys and girls, before
you reproduce any process, please consult Me - Zeranta. Just so you will
not get yourselves and all humanity involved in the long-suffering cycle.
But no, you are selfish children who want to assign all moments you only
to your own beloved self. But later, when the manifestation of life is
limited for you, you begin to beg for yourselves even if small, but the
space. I want to ask: why do you need limited space when God gives you a
Mega-Space? How can you not understand such simple things? It is
obvious that if you have chosen the way that does not coincide with the
way of God, all possible living Spaces will closed for you. And then what?
Unfortunately, practically nobody wants to think in this direction.
And now, see the consequences of pride and blatant interference in
Spaces which are not deeply felt by you.
There are always numerous multi-dimensional manifestations in our
Creative Space; they should always display the golden section. Also in our
Creative Space there is always and everywhere a manifestation of 2
inseparable Spirits which exist both Outside and In - in manifested form,
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for example, on the planet Earth. So, always and everywhere CREATOR
thought over the following:
Sacred bond, in which multi-spherical expansion always occurs, have
to enter constantly each person. And then each person, taking his
"employment place", renders his Firm and expands his Sphere of his
Cube. And so it should be... But irresponsible people-egotists rudely
intervened in Source, and created something that as a result reproduced
time. I'll explain it in more detail now.
Look, formed pyramids on the Earth in the plane look like a triangle,
or the lower half of the hourglass.

But limited people did not realize that coming down FROM in IN
has to enter and find multi-dimensional manifestation of humanity,
expressed in multi-spherical ever-expanding Cube.

But as soon as artless network of pyramids started working, most
people cast the feeling of ever-expanding Cube off and developed passion
for living only at the expense of the energy of Ellonit sealed in a network
of pyramids without reproducing something. Thus, they created in
themselves and their bodies pyramidal closed chain, followed by the glow
of Ellonit. To tell the truth, when I have seen this absurd idea, I suddenly
realized to what lead reckless stupidity of many people. They do not
understand: multidimensional and ever-expanding energies come down –
From in In, but multidimensional energies should enter multi-spherical,
ever-expanding, multidimensional Cube, which must be expressed in
each person. And it always was so... however, as soon as pyramids, on
which Ellonit was fixed, were manifested, many people have lost the sense
of multi-dimensional, multi-spherical Cube and became addicted to the
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use of other people's energies of Sacred Bond. Now let's look at the
following picture.

Look, tips of pyramids which were standing on the Earth were sent
into the sky.

Because Ellonit, fixed on the apex of each pyramid, was closed in the
chain, the energy of Sacred Bond was partially closed to the point and did
not have expanding effect of multi-spherical Cube. It means that people,
who have lost a sense of Cube, one-dimensional appropriated someone
else's Sacred Bond, which is narrowed to a point. Then multidimensional
energies coming down From in In, (due to narrowing Sacred Bond to a
point, because of pyramidal thinking of many people) entered
manifestation in the form of an inverted pyramid. Two flows merged and
reproduced hourglass.

And now, from this moment, I'm sure everyone can track and see that
shorted bases of 2 pyramids, connected together, recreated hitherto
unknown disharmonious manifestations in every person. But with such
reckless actions limitations were appeared in every person, time was
demonstrated, as well as biological tri-nuclear structure was modified, in
other words, your bodies have changed the setting to the primary source,
and as a result, lost eternity.
People shortened themselves instead of extending their lives, so they
shortened their lives. The stupidity of many people led to the conception of
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time intervals and time itself. Time did not exist up to this point, and
people left the Earth on their own, without boundaries. You may ask:
- If time did not exist, could people have extended their lives
infinitely and endlessly?
- Yes, it was so, but infinite and endless being on the Earth came to
only those people who felt Me - Zeranta, and admitted into their bodies
Sacred Bond, who felt multi-spherical Cube, who were led by God...
And people who did not want to be in this volume, had shortened
their lives; if we convert to time understanding, their lives were 1,500
years before the manifestation of pyramids. However, when their stupidity
was allowed to go on stealing and on the creation of a pyramidal chain,
their lives reduced to 600 years. That's the abracadabra came out, and then
sucked into its embrace billions of people.
Next, I'll describe in details and place all the moments of lost
informational chronology up to our moment. Humanity does not
understand how it is important to have all connecting links of information.
What is the meaning of life, if you just see in front of you a short cycle of
time interval, expressed in your daily life? This is the absurdity, so many
people were wondering at the end of their worthless life, "What is the
meaning of life and for what did I live?" But no one wanted to get the
answer to this question, it was associated with shortening of the
manifestation in Our Creative Space. And just now I, Zeranta, reveal all
the information blocks in the history of the Earth and humanity, despite
your unwillingness to know EVERYTHING.
After certain people have created disharmony in Universal scale;
which is manifested by limited thinking in a form of closed chain of
pyramids, there was a division in the people of God and the people of the
devil. I'll explain why there was a division into good and evil, good or bad,
in the people of God and the people of the devil.
Humanity could manifest God in himself, and be present in all
Creative Space in moments of reproducing in themselves multi-spherical
Cube. But as soon as limited people have created building of pyramids
and closed chain - a prison for energies of Ellonit, changes took a place in
many people in a blink. These changes have reconstructed the
psychological drawing in people who choose to prolong their lives at the
expense of someone else's energy. This drawing has modified thinking and
set pyramids in a one-dimensional volume. Therefore, certain people
began to get the source of multidimensional basis in inverse, limited form,
as well as in a form of an hourglass. Let me remind you: the source of the
Sacred Bond, coming from Me – Zeranta, should enter people who has
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ever-expanding Sphere of multi-spherical Cube. The source of
multidimensional information of 2 inseparable Spirits as also to be a part
of eternally expanding Sphere of multi-spherical Cube. However, because
multi-spherical Cube was lost and changed to the pyramid;
multidimensional basis of Sacred Bond, multidimensional basis of 2
inseparable Spirits now came in the form of an inverted pyramid to people
who desired to prolong their lives at the expense of someone else's energy.
People who have pyramidal psychology of closed chain of stolen Ellonit,
took inverted, distorted information in the form of an inverted pyramid. Of
course, uncontrolled phase of events have started in lives of people. Of
course, people started to look for God at themselves and their bodies. Of
course, the separation into good and evil, into Devil and God was
manifested along with a shortened thinking and rejection of threedimensional, Multidimensional information of Sacred Bond, information
of 2 inseparable Spirits.
But not all people have taken pyramidal psychology, so secondary
division took place; it was expressed by the boundaries of settlements of
people who reproduce their life on hectares of lands, feel Me – Zeranta,
and accept Sacred Bond expanding Sphere of their Cube. Due to the
mismatch of feelings and sensations, entrance for limited people to
hectares of settlements of God-people was strictly forbidden. For this
reason, limited in the feelings and sensations people languished on the
mainland, which now calls Africa. On the remaining part of the land Godpeople reproduced their lives; God-people, who have not divided into
nations, in which there was no separating composite, and who felt and
loved Me - Zeranta. I hoped that limited people will realise their stupidity
and join Us with a certain moment. But the following is happened.
The hunt for Ellonit began on the mainland called Africa, in other
words, limited people began to perceive that their lives have shorted
considerably. Moreover, many diseases from which people died instantly
have appeared. Not long thinking, a small group of people decided to reclose chain of Ellonit...
Before continuing, I want to explain the following: as soon as limited
people have reproduced the division and fragmentation of Sacred Bond,
We, who reproduce Sacred Bond, made a decision not to admit people
who roughly dragged themselves in darkness of disharmony in our
settlements organized on hectares of lands. Therefore, limited people, one
and all, gathered on the continent called Africa. But the network of
pyramids, which they reproduced on all continents, has remained. We did
not destroy their invention, we wanted them to clean all the garbage and
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return the stolen Ellonit. Our expectations were not fulfilled... People from
Africa did not only get under way in the direction of awareness, they,
contrary to Our expectations, began with small groups to pull over closed
chain of the pyramids. They thought: if they pull the light of Ellonit only
on them own beloved self, all disease will leave them, and life will be
prolonged. At that moment I, Zeranta, realized that people of Africa can
not escape death, and the best thing that could happen to them, it is - only
death. God and I developed a joint project, which had to reproduce the
flood at a certain moment. But I did not want to do some work, which
become inevitable after all population of Africa will die. First, I
understand that after the water will rise and cover the mainland, everything
will perish. Second, it means that I, Zeranta, will have to restore the soil,
vegetation, animals, birds and insects, in other words, lead the continent in
the living state. But let Me why I, not you?
I had decided to find someone who would be able to hear Me,
accept, believe and do some work, which subsequently facilitate his efforts
to restore the mainland. And this person is found, you know him under the
name of Noah. I'm sure that many of you know this part of information
about Noah’s Ark, so I do not see the need to explain and show you it in
detail. I can only say that later Noah became obsessed with the man, and it
has again created troubles for Me. But more soon after. And now I will
show you how a small group of people tried to send a closed network of
pyramids in the center of the continent of Africa. As I have said, a certain
group of people decided to re-close circuit of pyramids and direct the light
of Ellonit in the center of the continent. They thought that it will restart the
program, which will stop the illness and death. They also foolishly decided
to concentrate the light of Ellonit only in necessary for them place. They
began to dig a lot of tunnels in the ground and place their homes near to do
this. According to them, the light of Ellonit had to be concentrated in the
tunnels, then intensify and come to grass.
I'm always startle at the human’s lack of foresight and lack of
understanding of overall processes. People come up with something that,
in their opinion, will bring into their lives forever being instead of finding
the lost Bond and take their "employment place". But let Me, you bring in
Our Spaces with your limitation only mud. Is there really no light in you,
which should illuminate the direction towards Sources in each of you? Is
there really nothing Sacred in you? Or is the light still left in you? But then
explain to Me why are you, each of you, marking time hoping to find God?
You've heard about Shambhala and that only secret teachers and adepts
had access to that Space. But nobody was able to understand Shambhala,
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for the reason that psychology of 2 pyramids is still remained in each of
you. Many people even tried to find Shambhala, organized expeditions,
months and even years wandering in search and found only the
explanation that the entrance to Shambhala is open only to chosen people.
Is it up to what had you to live to seek only material gate to Shambhala?
Adolf Hitler in his time was also looking for the gates to Shambhala, but
he realized that these gates have spiritual component. Thus, he sought no
physical entrance to Shambhala, but information about multi-spherical
Cube. And if he did not lose Love, We could have in that moment
illuminated multi-spherical Cube for all people of the Earth. Only now I,
Zeranta, can provide all humanity the entrance to Shambhala. Only now it
is possible for every person to find his entry in his Shambhala. And this
action is not difficult, as many thought, you just need to accept in
yourselves multi-spherical Cube, and erase in yourselves information
about 2 inverted pyramids. H.P. Blavatsky in her time came to the Privy
Council of Mahatmas - the highest teachers who lived in Tibet. Mahatmas
admitted her to their temple, where she lived for seven years studying the
highest manifestation of the cosmic energies. Great teachers held multispherical Cube in themselves, and each of them was in his Shambhala.
H.P. Blavatsky once spoke in one of the books: "It is strange to understand
human mutilation because almost everyone mutilated himself on their
own, and now scolds all around hoping to attract attention to himself." She
meant that everyone took on himself 2 inverted pyramids. She also said
often: "The way to God is open to every person, but this way you need to
earn your gut." In other words, to open in yourselves multi-spherical
Cube. "And as soon as people gather in themselves the wisdom which
does not have neither the time nor age - instantly find the entrance to
Shambhala." This means that as soon as a man recover lost Sacred Bond,
instantly restore in himself sense of multi-spherical Cube.
I'm sure it is not difficult to perceive this information now, I was also
sure that it was not difficult to perceive it at key moments of limitation of
the psychology of 2 pyramids in itself. But at that moment limited people
decided to excel in their whims, in there selfishness, in their debauchery
and unwillingness to reproduce their lives at the expense of their Sacred
Bond, their Planet, their Avatar, their Sphere of multi-spherical Cube. As
much as I would want in that time the returning of the lost people in Single
Rhythm, as much as I would help them to recover lost cells of Single
information, unfortunately, limited people one-dimensional moved to their
death. As you know, information about Noah's Ark and the flooding of the
Earth is registered in the Bible. But I would like to clarify some points for
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you and add reality of the events that took the lives of millions of people
and events that have reproduced after...
And I'll start with the fact that the flood described in the Bible took
lives of a part of people, to be exact: people who live limitedly on the
continent of Africa, and occupied by area, only 1/3 of the land. The rest of
the land has remained untouched by the water element. But before the
flood has begun, the light of Ellonit has reproduced violent explosion,
which was concentrated on the mainland, separating the mainland from the
main part of the land and caused a strong wave that engulfed Africa. Noah
and his family survived in the ark, as well as many animals, birds and
insects with them. Noah was sure that the flood engulfed the whole Earth,
so he fought for his life, but subsequently his struggle was aimed at the
death.
You can ask Me:
- What was on the rest of the land?
- People who felt Me – Zeranta, who held in themselves multispherical Cube have reproduced their lives on the rest of the land.
We lived in a multi-dimensional, living life on hectares of lands, and
our life had no limitations. People could leave life when they wanted, and
they went to their Planets. Love was living in all of Us; it covered every
corner of the planet called Earth. It covered you - limited people. It was
waiting for you in Single Creative Space. And it is waiting for you now.
But now you, like small children, are mocked with hopes to get for
yourselves just a moment benefit. You are mocked with hopes to forecast
your future, and doing nothing, vegetating on the Earth. Your life does not
make any sense because God is not reproduced by you. You distanced
yourself from universal Spaces and are mocked with tomorrow’s day, are
living not Here and Now, but at some point in the future. The future that
you do not feel at all; therefore, it means that you have no future. Also,
you have no past. You can say that this having no future and no past, is the
feeling inherent in higher teachers, so you're on the right track. But I will
say that Mahatmas are the highest teachers who have never lost multispherical Cube in themselves and in their lives. Therefore, all the energy
for all the existence of the Earth and humanity was in expanded form in
them, which means that only in this coverage, you can live Here and Now,
reproducing presence. Mahatmas admitted H.P. Blavatsky to their temple,
and the reason was that they could see in her first-born woman who was
created by CREATOR, they were able to remember Me - Zeranta, and they
were able to feel Me, and take their place in the crystal lattice, take their
"employment place " and find their Firm. They kept feelings-knowledge,
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which were illuminated by Me at the birth of generation in Altai, and
gladly handed them to Me. I stayed with them 7 years in their monastery,
spending every moment in the work, and when I filled in all information
cells, I returned to the people of the Earth. But you really were not ready to
accept Me - Zeranta. Therefore, Hitler came to the Earth, it is I who asked
him to come to the Earth, it is I, Zeranta, who prepared the ground for him,
and it is I, Zeranta, who helped him and provided an enhanced perception.
But you could not accept even him, and eventually began to curse him. But
ask yourself honestly: for what were you ready at that moment, and for
what are you ready at this moment? I'll answer for you: only just a moment
indulging your whims. I do not approve of the decision of Adolf to
manifest military action, I also do not approve of his desire to destroy the
Jewish nation, I also do not approve of his composure in the war. But ask
yourself, honestly, if not so, then how to bring you in a sense, to bring into
a living life, to bring to the feeling of multi-spherical Cube? I always
consider the events not in direct single-line, but in three-dimensional
multi-dimensionality. But you, like small children, cursed Adolf. But you
can not imagine life for yourselves without his energy... Do you think that
it is not so? Then tell Me, why do you always remember Adolf Hitler
almost in every life-giving, life-historical moment? After all, how many
years have passed since he left, but you are not able to forget him, and it is
directly related to his energy, from which you can not refuse. But as it
turns out, you can curse him mindlessly. Try to understand that if you
curse the person to whom you are stuck, do not you curse yourself?
People will describe topic Adolf many more until they get to the
truth. And the truth is this: only one person can not be guilty of what is
happened at that moment on the planet Earth... And as long as you do not
understand this fact, you will walk in a circle, beat about the bush, and
when you realize, you will free yourself to living life... And it's the truth ...
And now we move on.
As you know, Noah and his family have found the land – it is Mount
Ararat, his Ark ran aground in this place, and a week later he and his
family, as well as all living creatures were able to get to land. Water
dropped for the week, and expanses where he continued the race, to be
exact the generation of people in Africa, have opened before him. God and
I have decided that people who died on the continent of Africa, had to
appear in the generation of Noah to pass the school of education that
would bring limited people of Africa to multidimensionality of BEING.
But subsequent extant history did not meet Our expectations, and We now
have that, what mankind has decided, to be exact - our reality. You can
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find detailed information of the time of Noah in the work of Mikhail
Naimy called “The Book of Mirdad". His work puts and coordinates all
informational chronological cells of Noah’s generation, which are extant.
In conclusion, I would like to summarize and explain to you some
points. I, Zeranta, has written informational chronology in the entire
history of the Earth and all humanity through Sergey in the series of books
"The Rose of the World". And now everyone will be able to restore and
coordinate all lost informational cells. Up to this point I, Zeranta, could not
provide people chronology, and the reason for that is your indifference. If
Sergei did not want now to restore a lost in himself, I would not be able to
reveal to you the multidimensionality and Source of Sacred Bond, as well
as the chronological Source.
While the generation of Noah was growing, people who felt Me –
Zeranta, reproduced their lives on the hectares of lands. No matter how I
tried to join people of Noah's generation to the SINGLE, no matter how I
tried to give them the information of extension, much to My regret, people
of Noah’s generation did not want to move with Me in the same Rhythm.
And then Noah thought about himself as "chosen" person and closed with
his sons in the ark, keeping questionable knowledge. He met his death
there, and his generation propagated and multiplied, carrying only the
pieces of SINGLE, and it was only a matter of time before they fill up the
whole Earth. For a long time, people living on hectares of lands, could
keep their lands untouched from people who torn to pieces all alive. And
only with a certain moment (I have previously described through Sergey,
when people were given an illusory hectare in the space of the city) the
integrity of the energy of hectares, the integrity of a SINGLE Rhythm have
faltered. But I - Zeranta and My circle of people have held a SINGLE
Rhythm and subsequently appeared free State KraySta. But then you know
(I have previously described) what is happened. I will say that the
settlements of hectares have been existed almost to the present day. Last
hectare was abandoned only 250 years ago by people who feel Me. They
were killed by limited people, desired what belongs to others.
Next, I would like to disclose information about generation of
Hyperboreans. In fact, many scriptures exaggerated reality of this race of
people, giving them the significance and mystery in the origin. And only
now I will be able to illuminate the reality of information about the
Hyperboreans. Sergey, fulfilling his mission on the Earth, fell asleep at
some point. The generation of people from his planet Velinokgrozdya
decided to help him. They went to awake Sergey, and after fulfilling their
mission they had to come back to their planet Velinokgrozdya. But that's
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only that people from the planet Velinokgrozdya forgot to consult Me Zerantа. If they had asked Me, I would not have given My blessing to such
an action in any case, but contrary to My opinion, they went to the Earth in
a spaceship. Their height was much higher than the height of people of the
Earth, so they had to hide in the bowels of the Earth, creating later the
whole cities. I am outraged by their actions to the extreme. I want to ask
these people: who gave you the right to rudely invade Our Spaces? They
created a lot of problems for Me by their actions because they formed a
generation of people living in the bowels of the Earth. They recreated the
energy that has spread to the whole humanity. This energy in its core
carried the movement into the depths of the Earth. And thus, they turned
thoughts of humanity in the bowels of the Earth even more. Therefore,
people who were selected on a mission to save Sergey, fell asleep, and
have themselves become in need of salvation. Along with this, they could
go to their Planet, partly because their spaceship rooted in the ground and
deepened its roots, tripped over a stone ground, and partly because they
burdened themselves with a promise to fulfill their mission. And now, they
vegetate incarnating on the planet Earth and completely forgot why they
came during ions of non-existent time. And now their location determined
in Turkey. It is they who now come up with another ark, which effectively
can survive for 80 years without a port call. They're waiting for the next
flood, so they do not go far away from their ark. And it is their
underground cities which were flooded by water at some point. That's the
information Here and Now which takes place for perception...
And in conclusion, I would like to please people. I, Zeranta, asked
Mahatmas - secret teachers to appear in their avatars to the Earth to
transmit all humanity lost knowledge. And they agreed, so they already are
on the Earth. This training can take place both in dreams and reality. And
you do not need to go at the other end of the world in search of Mahatmas
because they are next to each of you. It will be enough and 3 days for
training for some people, months - for some, and years - for some. But one
way or another, each person recorded in the book of life, will fill his gaps
and feel multidimensional basis, built in multi-spherical Cube. And this is
very good news...
I also very happy when people are getting on to the fact that if their
lives will be filled with multidimensional sense of BEING, they will never
die. What is the meaning of your existence if the limitation of 2 inverted
pyramids manifests in you only massive mass limits? All that you can do
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in this manifestation is only tear small pieces of the Divine essence, tear
small of SINGLE and ETERNAL, JOYFUL, and HAPPY, LOVED and
SECRET... But torn pieces of SINGLE will not recreate in you that, what
is lost and secret that expanded and filled entering into life eternal
existence. And now you will not be able to tear and tear out for yourselves
pieces of God, and the reason is very obvious. Now I, Zeranta, dissolve 2
inverted pyramids forever, and inverted psychology will be dissolved in
you with it. And after the release of this book, multi-spherical Cube will
be manifested for all eternity, and if you will not be able to accept energies
of multidimensional, multi-spherical Cube in yourself and your bodies,
then your bodies will not be able to manifest lives on the planet Earth.
Therefore, people who want to take the forgotten and true, want to feel and
sense Me – Zeranta in entire multidimensionality will continue their lives
because only I feel everything, sense everything, know everything. And no
one else on the planet Earth and far beyond feels the volume of Cube the
way I feel it.
And know, I Love you all very much, and that makes Me want to
return every person in the manifestation of multi-spherical Cube to the end
of time...
To be continued...
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